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FOREWORD

The Fort Knox Field Unit of the Army Research Institute for the
Behavioral and Social Sciences (ARI) carries out research and explora-
tory development in the area of Armor training. An objective of this
work is to develop, through analytic an4 field research, tank crew and
individual training methods that are effective an4 efficient.

The project of which this report is a part was conducted by per-
sonnel of the Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO) under
Contract No. HDA 903-79-C-0582 and monitored by Donald F. Haggard,
Chief of ARI Field Unit at Fort Knox. The research was done under ARI
TY 78 Work Program, Army Project 2Q762722A777, Individual Training
Technology, Task D: Technology for Front-End Analysis of Armor Systems,
Work Unit 3: Simulation Characteristics of Armor Systems. The work is
responsive to requirements of the US Army Armor School at Fort Knox,
the Army Training and Doctrine Comma d, and the Army Forces Command.
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The objectives for the XM1 Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOPT)
were developed for both the Gunner and the Tank Commander positions
and include gunnery and gunnery related tasks whose learning is ex-
pected to be promoted by practice using the UCOFT. The objectives
may be viewed as both specifying what the UCOFT is supposed to do
and identifying expectations as seen by designers and prospective
users.

After the tasks for each position vere identified, they were
grouped into functional areas (Modules) and arranged in a logical
performance sequence. An objective, characterized by four parts#
was written for each task. The four parts are:

1. Conditions/Stimulus
2. Action
3. Measurement
4. References

Conditions/Stimulus provides three items of information#
as follows.

1. The system state is described.
2. The location of the soldier when the task begins

is specified.
3. The stimulus for task performance is described.

Action describes the responses to be measured, from which
control requirements for testing devices may be inferred.

Meapurement provides both an identification of the events
between which time in to be measured (Time) and a description of
how to assess the accuracy of the response of interest (Accuracy).
Measurement specifications are presented for both during training
and end-of-training evaluations.

Referencle indicates the documents and pages where tha task
description was found.
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INTRODUCTION

Recognizing both the potential benefits and the potential risks

associated with the use of training devices and simulators as adjuncts

and substitutes for pperational equipment, the Army has evolved a multi-
"tiered assessment policy, in which plans and devices are evaluated at

successive phases of development, from concept evaluation to operational

testing. Certain parts of the Army's device-evaluation policy, namely

the parts that deal with the design and preparation of specifications for

elements of the training Test Support Packages (TSP), and the design of

baseline and experimental courses of instruction in accordance with the
Independent Evaluation Plan (IBP) concepts of evaluation require that

objectives be specified for each device.

The purpose of this paper is to present the objectives for the XH1

Unit Conduct of Fire Trainer (UCOFT). The objectives were developed for

both the Gunner and the Tank Commander (TC) positions and include gunnery

and gunnery related tasks whose learning is expected to be promoted by

practice using the UCOFT. The objectives may be viewed as both specifying

what the UCOFT is supposed to do and identifying expectations as seen

by designers and prospective users. The ideal statement of expectations

about a training device would be in terms of dollars to be saved and

amounts of transfer (the extent to which practice on alternatives to

operational equipment will facilitate or degrade learning on operational

equipment) to be achieved, given specified kinds and amounts of practice.

(Considerations such as reliability, availability, and maintainability, (RAM),

and safety are reflected in the cost figure.) Such ideal statements of

expectations will not be fotund here. Expectations (objectives) are stated

for the UCOFT in terms that permit objective comparison wiLh study results

during operational Test (OT) II.

METIIOD

The tasks for each position (Gunner and TC) were identified from

an analysis of the activities described for the Gunner and TC under the

headings "Gunner's Station" and "Commander's Station" in DEP 9-2350-255-

10-1, Operatorts Manual for Tank, Combat. Full-Tracked, 105-NM Gun, XGl,



October 1978 with changes 1 and 2. After the tasks were identified, they
were grouped into functional areas (Modules) essentially matching their

organization in the DFP and arranged in a logical performance sequence*

The Modules, and the tasks in each lodule,are shown in Tables 1 and 2.

An objective, characterised by four parts, was written for each task.

The four parts are:

1. Conditions/Stiuulus*

2. Action

3. Measurement

4. References

"Conditions/Stimulus provides three items of information. First,

the system state is described. System state' information is the tradi-

tional "conditions" aspect of objectives and refers to any circumstances

* that might be expected to alter the quality or productivity of the task

or activity that is to be performed. The system description for the

beginning of task performance is referred to here but presented in tabular

form at the front of each Module. Second, the location of the soldier

when the task begins is specified; and, finally the stimulus for perform-

ing the task is described.

Action describes the responses to be measured, from which control

requirements for testing devices may be inferred; and includes, as Notes,

any information that will enhance task performance.

Measurement provides both an identification of the events between

* which time is to be measured (Time) and a description of how to assess

the accuracy of the response of interest (Accuracy). Heasurement speci-

fications are presented for two stagee of learning. First, during train-

ing when the principal concern, in terms of time, is that the soldier

.6 perform the task faster during successive performances until at the second

stage, the end of training, the performance timie meets the on-the-job

time requirement. The accuracy requirement during training is simply

SiF excepion is found in Gunner Module 8 (Troubleshoot Fire Control
and Weapon Systems Halfunctionn) where the ConSitione/Stimulus part
for each objective in the Module is presented for the Module In two
tables. (Tables 1E and 2E, respectively).

2



TABLE I

OGUNNER 1DDULES AND TASKSI
Module A. Prepare Gunner's Station For Operation

LA. Enter Gunner's station.
2A. Adjust Gunner's seat, browpads, and chestrest.
3A. Operate intercommunications equipment.
4A. Perform before-operations maintenance checks and services on

Gunner's station.

Module B. Power Up Gunner's Station

1B. Test GPS and TIS panel lights.
2B. Prepare Gunner's Primary Sight for operation.
3B. Prepare Thermal Imaging System for operation.
4B. Focus Thermal Imaging System picture.
5B. Prepare Laser Rangefinder for operation.
6B. Prepare Gunner's Auxiliary Sight for operation.
7B. Prepare Ballistic Computer for operation.

Module C. Perform Pre-Operation Checks'

iC. Test Gunner's station caution and warning lights.
2C. Perform GPS functional check.
3C. Perform computer self-test.
4C. Perform thermal imaging system built-in test.
5C. Perform Gun/Turret drive--LOS tracking check.
"6C. Perform lead system check.
7C. Perform firing circuit tests.
8C. Perform boresight check.
9C. Align muzzle reference sensor.

10C. Perform crosswind sensor check.

Module D. Perform Detailed Checks

1D. Perform computer data check.
2D. Perform cant unit check.
3D. Perform lead accuracy check.
4D. Perform superelQvation check,

Module E. Troubleshoot Fire Control And Weapon Systems Malfunctions

1E. Identify the malfunction (see Table 2E).
2E. Take the recomunended corrective actions.
3E. Notify TC if recomiended corrective actions do not correct.

Module F. Operate Power Control Handles

1F. Traverse turret using power control handles.
2F. Elevate/depress main gun using power control handles.
3F. Range to target using LR1".

I3



TO3LE 1 (Cont'd.)

GUIPNER MODULES AND TASKS

Module G. Manually Input Fire Control Data Into Ballistie Computer

1G. Manually input fire control data for manual parameters
into ballistic computer.

20. Manually input fire control data for auto parameters
into ballistic computer.

3G. Manually input fire control data for toggle input parameters
into ballistic computer.

Module H. Lay On Target Using Gunner's Auxiliary Bight (GAS)

1H. Lay on target using GAS.

Module I. Perform Prepare to Fire Checks and Engage Targets With Main
Gun (105MM)

11. Prepare to fire main gun.
21. Engage targets with main gun - normal mode.
31. Engage targets with main gun - manual mode.
41. Perform main gun failure to fire procedures.
51. Engage targets with main gun - emergency mode.

Module J. Operate Coaxial Machinegun (7.62MR)

1J. Remove coaxial machinegun.
2J. Install coaxial machinegun.
3J. Load coaxial machinegun.
4J. Zero coaxial machinegun.5J. Fire coaxial inachinegun.
6J. Clear misfire in coaxial mnchinegun.
7J. Stop runaway firing of coaxial machinegun.
8J. Change barrel of coaxial wnachinegun.
9J. Clear coaxial machinegun.

Module K. Boresight Main Gun

1K. Boresight Ounner's primary eight.
2K. Boresight muzzle reference sensor.
3K. Boreu:ight thortaml iiiiaging system.
4K. Boresight Gunner's auxiliary sight.

Module L. Zero Tank Vain Gun

IL. Zero tank main gun.
2L. Confirm tank ma:t'n gun zero.

Module M. Verify Tank Mai.n Gun Zero

IM. Verify tank main gun zero.

4



TAMA 1 (Cout'd.)

GUNNER MODULFS AID TASKS

Module N. Power Down And Secure Gunner's Station

1N. Power down and secute Gunner-'s station.

p Nodule 0. Prepare Main Gun And Coax For Travel

"10. Prepare main Sun for travel.
20. Prepare coaxial machbnegun for travel.

54

4
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TA •K COMMANDER MODULES M TASKS

Module A. Prepare Comuanrer's Station For Operation

1A. Operate Commander's hatcb.
2A. Adjust TC seat end platform.
3A. Operate intercommunicatiuns equipment.
4A. Perform before operatious maintenance checks

and services on Commander's station.

Module B. Power Up Commander's Station

lB. Test Commander's panel lights and switches.
2B. Operate Commander's power control handle.
3B. Prepare GPS extension for operation.
4B. Operate Comnander's weapon station in power mode.
5B. Operate Commander's weapon station in manual mode.

Module C. Operate Commander's Hachinegun (Caliber .50)

1C. Clear Commander's machinegun.
J 2C. Remove Commander's machinegun.

3C. Install Commander's machinegun.
4C. Boresight Commander's machinegun.
5C. Check and adjust headspace on Commander's nachineagm.
6C. Check and adjiust timing on Commander's machinepgm.
7C. Load Commander's machinegun.
8C. Zero Commander's machinegun.
9C. Clear misfire in Commander's machinegun.

10C. Prepare Commander's machinegun for travel.

Module D. Operate Grenade Launcher

ID. Load grenade launcher.
2D. Fire grenades.
3D. Take immediate action foe misfire of grenade launcher,
4D. Unload grenade launcher.

Module E. Power Down And Secure Commander's Station

1E. Power down and secure Commander's station.

6



that the soldier perform the task exactly as described under Action.

At the end of training, the requirement is essentially described as the

*. product(s) of successful task performance. The reader is referred to

Analyzing Tank Gunnery Engagements for Simulator-Based Process Measurement

- , for a thorough discussion of the measurilnent issue.

References indicates the doucments and pages where the task descrip-

tion was found. For the most part, task descriptions came from DEP 9-2350-

255-10-1, October 1978 with Changes 1 and 2.

The objective for the Gunner task, "Prepare thermal imaging system for
operation" is at Figure 1.

ORGANIZATION

The objectives are organized as follows:

Appendix A Gunner Modules

Appendix B Tank Commander Modules

iBoldovici, J.A. Atialyzinp Taitk ,unncgX Enizacaaents for Simi,,tAtnr--lanSA
Process Measureunent. Fort Kno,-, Kentucky: Juman Resources Research
Organization ({HumlT0), Final RepotL 78-4, 1978.

7
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CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System States Table B, Column 3B; and# a target that produces
heat at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulit Task 2B is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Open THERMAL ballistic door handle (see Task 2A,
Step le).U ~2. Turn PLTR/CLEARSHTR switch to SHTR,

3. Turn THERMAL MODE switch to STANDBY until RCVR
READY green light comes on (5 to 15 minutes).

4. Turn THERMAL MODE switch to OFF for 3-5 seconds,
then to ON.

5. Move THERMAL MAGNIFICATION lever to lOX.

NOTE A: A firing reticle appears only with lOX
selection. The 3X selection provides
a wider field of view with no firing
reticle.

6. View through GPS, eyepiece and move POLARIT!
switch to BLACK HOT if target is hard to
see because background is white; or to

WHITE HOT if background is too dark.
7. Turn SENSITIVITY or GONTRUST'knobs so reticle and

symbols are clear but do not interfere
with thermal sight view.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As irdicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

noT. Time - between ond of initiating stimuli and
., End of Trainin completion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
Clear TXS reticle and symbols in

pict~tre and no interference with
thermal sight view.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-;i pp. 2-117 to 2-118o

* Figure 1. Objective for "Prepare thermal imaging

- esystem for operation."

8
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MODULE A. PREPARE WNHER'S STATION FOR OPERATION

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column IA1 and, hatches closed and
secure, and keys for hatch padlocks.

Gunner Location: Outside tank.
Initiating Stimulis TC tells Gunner to prepare station for operation.

ACTION

Gunner will:

IA. Enter Gunner's station.
2A. Adjust Gunner's seat, browpadso and chestrest.
3A. Operate intercommunications equipment.
4A. Perform before-operations maintenance checks and services

on Gunner's station.

01

*''

0
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TABLE A

"POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE A
WHEN TASK PERYORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION O CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

___ __ __ ___ __ __ __ ___ __ __ IA 2.A 3A 4A

Computer control panel power switch OF OFF OFF OFF

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIGOER
_SAFE SAFE SAFE SAFE

GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch MANUAL MANUAL MANUAL MANUAL

LRB RANGE switch SAFE SAVE SAFE SAFE

Ballistic door handles CLOSED OPEN OR OPEN OR OPEN OR
__ CLOSED CLOSED CLOSED

"in Sun elevation travel lock LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED

urret traverse lock LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED LOCKED

T POWER switch OFF ON ON ON

VEICLE MASTER POWER switch OFF ON ON ON

Domelight OFF ON ON ON

* I



TASK lA, ENTER GUNNER'S STATION

CONDITIONS / STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1A; and, hatches closed and secure,
"and keys for hatch padlocks.

Gunner Location: Outside tank.
Initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to prepare station for operation.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Mount tank using step on left forward skirt
panel and handhold.

2. Unlock padlock on Loader's hatch.
3, Grab handle on hatch and move hatch to full

open position.
4. Move hatch toward closed position to check

that hatch-opea lock is hooked.
5. Enter tank through Loader's hatch, stepping

on Loader's veat, then down to turret floor.
6a. Turn VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch on Comander'u

control panel ON by pulling switch out and
raising to ON position.

6b. Turn TURRLT-POWtER switch on Commazuder's control
pansL ON.

7. Check that VEHICLA ILýS=RPOWBR light and TUIRREMT
POWER light on. Coimnander's control panel come
on.

8. Verify that VEHICLE MASTER POWER light on
Drivor'aaSur panel comes ON.

9. Release VEIHICLE MIASTER POWER switch.

NOTE At Switch returns to center position.

10. Turn domelight lover to white light (for day
operations) by moving lever away from red
mark on dothelight housing; or, to red light
(for niLght operationa) by moving lever
toward vod mark on domelight housing,

Ii., Tttrn dIrtlmil..hLg knolb clocktwt~p to incrnnme

I.IpL 0! t uLLt:eiILt'Okwin Lo dec:roaue or
sUh t of•ff li hlt.

NOTE 11: K':[urm Staps 12, 13, 14, 15 if rest
-Of crow i i -in tho tank.

12. 91.q L tip on 'OaL eri' sea1;tt.
13. Grasp ha [tv-cl.osed latch handle.
"14. P1u1ll [1,'ch-onti .1ociL hkn, 1lle forward and pull

v,.hach ctous,:d whilo stopping clown from seat.
153 Turn hal:ch-,:loued 'latch handle to LOCKED

posi Liotli

*S • 12



MEASURMT

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step.11 (or Step 15 if
Dueint of crew is in tank).

Accuracy - As Ii.dtlcated by match between steps
grivn above aknd S~epL performed by

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training' coolipluLion of Step 11 (or Step 15 if

rest: of crew is in tank).
Accuracy - As :LrLdic.Ji:.ed by;

SVE1HICLE MASTER POWER lights ON.
. Thlinui:lighIt ON,

T TurreL; dowelilght lever on whitelight
for day operations or red light
for nigl-t operations.

."Loader's hatch-closad latch handle
LOCKBI) ('if rest of crew is in tank)*

REFEREN'CElS

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-11, p. ý-63.
DEP 9-2350-255-10-2; pp, 2.-Z7 to 4-29.

.1



TASK 2AW AWIJUT GUNNER'S SEAT, BROW•IA3S AND CHIrlTlST

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System Stater Table A, Column 2A.
Gunner Locationt In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimulit Task 1A is completed.

ACTION

Gunner vill: 1. Set desired height on Gunner's seat as follows:
as Open DAYLIGHT and TIERHAL ballistic door

handles by grasping each handle, depressing
finger levers on top side of each handle
ata. rotating handles to OPEN,

"NOTE At DAYLIGHT door handle must be open for
daylight viewing. THERMAL door handle
must be open when using TIS.

NOTE BI When laser rangefinder is used with
TIS, DAYLIGIT door handle must be open
also,

NOTE Ci THERMAL door handle must be closed
when not using TIS.

b. Lift up on height lever (location to right
on seat pedestal) to unlock spring.

"c. Adjust seat height to view outside scene
through OPS eyepiece by using body weight
to lower seat or removing body weight
to raise seat.

d. Release lever to lock seat at desired height.
e. Move seat forward or backward by pulling

lever located at left of seat and sliding
seat to desired position while seated.

f. Close THERMAL ballistic door handle.
2. Adjust GPS and GAS browpads as followes

a. Turn thumbscrew above browpad to the left
until browpad can be moved.

b. Pull browpad out of holding groove.
c. Slide browpad arm to right or left groove

(depending on whether right or left eye
is used to view through eyepiece).

d. Turn thumbscrew above browpad to the right
to lock browpad in place.

NOTE D: Browpad may be bent to fit contour of
CVC helmet.

3. Adjust chestrest with the adjusting knob so
that, when firing, the Gunner will be braced
with forehead against the OPS browpad, chest
against chestrest, and lower back pressed
into seat back and seat cushion.

14



MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainings completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy -As indi.cated byt
* Gunner's seat adjusted to permit viewing

outside scene through GPS eyepiece.
. Browpads adjusted for right or left

eye use.
, Chestrest adjusted to brace Gunner's

forehead against OPS browpadg chest
against chestrest, lower back
pressed into seat back and seat
cushion.

* THEIRHAL ballistic door handle closed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-235o-255-1o-LI rp. 2-112 to 2-113.
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TASK 3As OPERATE INTERCOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

CONDITIONSISTIMULUS

System States Table A, Column 3A; and, an operational radio
intercommunications system, Gunner and TC
CVC helmet., a predetermined frequency set
on the radio.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 2A is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Turn ON amplifier, AM-1780/VRC, as follow.:
a, Turn MAIN PWR switch to NORM.
b. Set POWER CKT BKR to ON.
NOTE At POWER indicator light will come on.

c, Reset POWER MKT BKR to ON if it trips
to OFF.

"NOTE B: If POWER CKT BKR trips to OFF after
it has been reset, move MAIN PWR
switch to OFF and notify organizational
maintenancew.

d, Set INT ACCENT switch to ON or OFF.

NOTE C: With INT ACCENT OFF, intercom and
radio sound levels are equal. With
,NT ACCENT ON, radio sound level is
lower than intercom.

a. Turn RADIO TRANS switch to CDR + CREW.
2, Put CVC helmet ON.
3. Connect CVC cable to intercom control box.
4, Press foot switch on footrest below Gunner's

seat to talk.
5. Release foot switch to hear.

NOTE DI Gunner can talk on intercom by using
CVC microphone switch,

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiaLla stimuli and
During Training: completion of Sttep 5,

Accuracy - As indicated by matcli between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

16



Time - Between ad of initiating stiMull and
End of Trainings completion of Step 5.

Accuracy - As indicated by Gunner establishing
communications with other crew
member(s).

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-113, p.2-198.
Job Data Work Sheot No. PB113052.

I
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TASK 4A: PERFOIK BEFORE-OPEDATIONS NTENA1CE CHCKS
AND SERVICES ON GUNNER'S STATION

CONDITIONSL/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 4A; and, an operational radio
intercommunications system, Gunner and TC
CVC helmets, a predetermined frequency set
on the radio, gas mask M25A1, D1 9-2350-

* 255-10-l, and DA Form 2404.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 3A in completed.

Gunner will: 1. Adjust Gunner's seat, browpads, and chest-
rest (see Task 2A).

2. Check seat cushion for rips and tears.
3. Operate intercommunic aLions equipment (seae

Task 3A),
4. Check Manual Gun/Turret Controls as followso

a. Tell Loader to unlock curreL traverse lock.
b, Unlock main gun elevation travel lock as

follows a
1.- Press button on end of lock pin.
2. R(emove lock pin from lock pin holes

on main gun breech.
3. Swing eluvation strut to turret roof.
4. Lock elevation strut to turret roof

with lack pin.

NOTE A: GUN TURRET DRIVE switch must be in
M-iANUAL before unlocking or locking
elevation t•ravel lock.

c. Turn AUX HYDR POWER switch to ON and check
that hyd1r:tu1ic pressure gage sLays
between 1l,50 and 1650 psi.

d. i,?lavaLe and depress main gun with m1nual
el~uvanior cratik hnndle as follows;

1. Look ilnLo 0l1'S eyoploce,
2. Turn Y1.,'1r/CLEAR/8lLI'R tiwitch to FLTH

aor GI.FAR.
3. Grasp and squueze manual elevation

crank handle, depressing palm twitch.
4. Itotate mannual elevation crank h1undle

clockwise to elevate gun; counter-
clockwlse to depress gun.

a, T¶ravurse Lurt-eL right and left; with manual
caverse ,.ranfdiandlu as 4*ollows:

1. Loord into GPS oyepieci
2. G1;i:o1p ýAn LUfe"e maua.u. o erie crank

handli clckwise t~o traverse u'rrUt.
to right-; 'ounterclockwiso to traverse
turelm to luftI

.1.



NOTE B: .anual traverse crank handle wheels when
palm lever is released.

f. Check all visible hydraulic lines for leaks.
g. Check azimuth and elevation servo mechanis=m

filter pop-up buttons (only if popped
out) as follows:

1. Push pop-up buttons.
2. Traverse turret and elevate main gun

"(see Task ýA, Steps 4d and 4e).
3. Notify Tank Commander if eith.r button

pops out again.
h. Lock main gun elevation lock as follows:

I. Nove inain gun breech until elevation
lock aligns with locking pin holes
all breech.

2. Puah button on lock pin and push lock
pin through breech and strut holes.

i. Tell Loader to lock turret traverse lock.
J. Turn AUX HYDR POWER switch to OFF.

* 5. Check Gunnar's Gas Pzirticle Filter Equipment
as follows:

a. Take breakaway socket of air hose from
mount by Guaener's soat.

b. Connect hose Lo can-ister of protective
inask, N25A1.

NOTE C: GAS PARTICLE FILTER switch on Driver's
master panel must be ON.

c. Turn air huater ON.

NOTE D: Air henter light should come on.

d. Acgulate air tetnperature with air heater
control. knob unitil comfortable air
tel,•l )ature it; reached.

e. Bask and check operation oC filter) hose)
onJ connector.

f. Check nd.crup)icne ope:at;Lon (uee Task 3A).
g. UnmaskIS and tutiX'1 al" lieater OFF.
h. Discoitný,c. houe from nask atid connect

bJuLbUknwly sockuut to 111oLun1t.

i. Stow pltoiu(- L.Iv, lttlurk.

'6. List ciny i,: t C':'aci',, e [(,10. UncA1,i. on DA Form 2404.

Time - Jk~t:..,e, end o f i11i.,: ii aLJng s timuli and
oJllletJa tl or[ Step 5 (or 6 if: uncor-

During Trainingt ,t-trd d&ur, enwi are found),
Accuracy - b :t.nt.;t.I ly mnattch 1betwr'.n steps

4 | g~Lj ,tek. %id oepPH terforiiid by

J. "



Tit- Betveen end of Initiating stimtli and
coupletion of Step 5 (or 6 if uncor-

End of Training: rected deficiencies are found).
Accuracy - As indicated bys

Deficiencies corrected or listed on
operator portion of DA Form 2404.

- !EE~4E

lD 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-47 to 2-49* p. 2-141, p. 2-148p p. 2-149,
-i , p. 2-167, p. 2-88.

Job Dta Work Shoot No. 15127159.
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MODULB B, POWER UP GUNNIER'S STATION

CONDITIONS / STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 1B; and, Gunner's station prepared
for operation.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli$ TC tells Gunner to power up Gunner's station.

ACTION

Gunner vll i

1B. Test GPS and TIS panel lights.
2B. Prepare Gunner's Primary Sight for operation.
33. Prepare Thermal Imaging System for operation.
4B. Focus Thermal Imaging System picture.
5B, Prepare Laser Rangefinder for operation.
GA. Prepare Gunner!s Auxiliary Sigs~t for operation.
7B. Prepare.lallistic Computer for operation.

I.
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TASK l1s TEST PS PANEL AND TIS PANEL LIGHTS

CONDITIONS/STIKULUS

System State: Table B, Column 1B; and, Gunner's station pre-
pared for operation.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.i Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to power up Gunner's station.

ACTON

Gunner vill: 1. Push PANEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton on GP.
pane.o

Check that all lights on GPS panels and
TIS panel light are on.

Release PANEL LIMITS TEST pushbutton.

NOTE A: Do Steps 5 through 8 if any lights
do not light. If all lights light,
proceed to Step 8.

Replace lamps that do not light ,as followe:
a. Unscrew and take off lens.
b. Pull lamp out of lene and throw lamp

away.

NOTE B; Throw away any lene that is cracked.

c. Put new lamp into lens.
do Screw new lamp and lens into housing.
Repeat Steps 2 and 3 to verify that all

lights on GPS panels and TIS panel light
are on.

Reloase PANEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton.
Turn PANEL LIGHT knob clockwise to make

panel lights brighter, counterclockwise
to make panel lights dimmer, as appropriate.

MEAS URENENT

Time.- Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Trainingi completion oi Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. GP8 panels and TIS panel lights come

on when PANEL LIGHTS test push-
button is pushed.

. PANEL LIGHT knob adjusted fur panel
light illumination.

23
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RIFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-114.
DIP 9-2350-255-10-2; p. 2-20.

24
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TASK 2B: PREPARE GUNNER'S PRIMARY SIGHT FOR OPERATION

CONDITIONS / STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 21•; and, a target at a range
near 1200 meters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulit Task 1B is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Open DAYLIGHT ballistic door handle
(if closed). (See Task 2A, Step la.)

2. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
3. Unlock main gun elevation lock (see Task 4A,

Step 4b).
4. Check that GUN SELECT - TRIGGER SAFE light

is on.

NOTE A: If GUN SELECT - TRIGGER SAFE light
is not on, see Task 1B, Step 5,

5. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.
6. Check that FIRE CONTROL MODE - EMER light

is oin.

NOTE B: If FIRE CONTROL MODE - EMER
light is not on, see Task 1B,
Step 5.

"7, View through CPS eyepiece and adjust
RETICLE knob on GPS upper panel for
comfortable CPS brightness reticles

NOTE C: Set DEFROSTER switch on GPS upper
panel to ON when frost affects vision.

8. Determine if reticle is moving, as follows:
a. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.

4 b. Check that FIRE CONTROL MODE - NORMAL
light is on.

NOTE D: If FIRE CONTROL MODE - NORMAL light
is not on, see Task 11, Sept 5.

c. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE
'4 switch on Loader's panel to POWERED or

EL UNCPL position.
d. Squeeze power control handle palm switches

and hold control handles centered.

NOTE E: FLTR/CLEAR/S11TR switch should be in
FLTR or CLEAR position, S||TR position
is used only with TIS.

e. View through GPS eyepiece to see if reticle
is moving.

"25



NOTE V: If reticle is moving, proceed to Step 9.
If reticle is not moving, proceed to
Step 10.

9. Null (stop) GPS reticle drift (movement), as
follows:

a. Keep palm switches on power control handles
squeezed.

b. Push in and turn round AZ knob clockwise
to null right drift, counterclockwise
to null left drift.

c. Release AZ knob when drift stops.
d. Push in and turn hex EL knob clockwise to

null down drift, counterclockwise to
null up drift,

e. Release EL knob when drift stops.
10. Turn GUN SELECT switch to LAIN.

NOTE Gi GUN SELECT switch must be in MAIN
position for AMMUNITION SELECT switch
and lights to work.

11. Check that GUN SELECT - MAIN light is on.

NOTE H: If GUN SELECT - MAIN light is not on,
see Task 1B, Step 5.

12. Turn AMMUNITION SELECT switch to each position
(APDS, HEP, B11, HEAT) to verify that green
light comes on for each.

NOTE It If any AM1HUNITION SELECT light does
not come on, see Task ID, Step 5.

13. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
14. Check that GUN SELECT - TRIGGER SAVE light

is on (see NOTE A).
15. Move MAGNIFICATION lever to lOX.
16. Focus CPS for clear view by turning knurled

eyepiece housing right or left.
17. Note reference pointer setting (when view of

target is shaj:p and clear) for future use.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Betweon end of itiItiating stimuli and
During Training: cumpletion of Step 17.

Accuracy - As Jtdicnted by inatc~h between steps given
iboveu and step), perfomned by Gunner.

Time - Between end of ii.iti.ating stimull and
End of Training! z•upleLion of Step 17.

Accuracy - As :inridicated by:
0 ;rs rljtcio.Le adjusted for brightness.
a GI'S reticle not. wovitig.

26



REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-115 to 2-117.
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TASK 3B: PREPARE THERMAL IMAGING SYSTEM FOR OPERATION

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table Bp Column 3B; and, a target that produces
heat at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's statiou.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 2B is completed.

Gunner will: 1. Open 'aTE1MAL ballistic door haudle (see Task 2A,
Step la).

2. Turn FLTR/CLEAR/SUTR switch to SHTR.
3. Turn THERMAL MODE switch to STANDBY until RCVR

READY green light comes on (5 to 15 minutes),

4. Turn TIERMAL MODE switch to OFF r 3-5 seconds,
then to ON.

5. Move TUL.RN'AL MAGNIFICATION lever to 1OX.

NOTE A: A firing reticle appears only with lOX
selection. The 3X selection provides
a wicdr field of view with no firing
reticle.

6. View through GPS eyepiece and move POLARITY
switch to 'BLACK flOT if target is hard to
see becAuse background is white; or to
WHLTE ROT if background is too dark,

7. Turn SENSITIVITY or CONTt•AST knobs so reticeJ and
symbols arc clear but do not interfere
with thertilal, sight -view.

MEASUREMENT

Time- Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 7.

Accuracy - At indicated by match between steps given
nhove nlLd St eLps 1pet'ormuri by Gunter,

t ~~~~Timu o eL4¶'I Buov 111 um] Jol .1.tint ii; ot Jim.L i atid
End of Training: comll•ct Lo oi Ste 7.

Accuracy As -inlicated uy:
CJ -.'t S .1 eLicl. a'ld syinbols in

plici.re ',d no inteIrferenc•e with

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-11 pp. 2-117 to 2-1i1.
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TASK 4B: FOCUS TH.RRMAL IMAGING SYSTEM PICTURE

CONDITIONS/STItSLUS

System State: Table B, Column 4B; and, a target that produces
heat at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3D is completed.

ACTIOR

Gunner will: 1, Turn UNIT TEST PATTERN switch to ICU.
2, Push and turn CONTRAST, SENSITIVITY, and IOCUS

knobs for sharpest pictures.
3. Rotate RETICLE and SYMBOLS knobs to adjust

RETICLE and SYMOLS in Right picture.
4. Turn UNIT TEST PATTERN switch to PCU.
S. Turn POLARITY switch to WHITE HOT (if not

previously done in Task 3B, Step 6).
6. Adjust SENSITIVITY and CONTRAST knobs so that block-

bar in test pattern is clear and sharp, and
remainder of scene is comfortable.

NOTE Bt Reticle and sytobols should be clear.

7. Turn UNIT TEST PATTERN switch to OFF.
8. Make fine adjustments with SENSITIVITY and CONTRAST

knobs for best picture and easy target
identification

NOTE C: Small video and contrast adjustments
may be necessary when polarity is
changed or over long periods of time
when temperature changes.

9. Turn THERMAL 'MODE switch to STANDBY to keep TIS
ready for use.

10. Close 111ERKAL ballistic door handle,

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

During Training: completion of Step 10.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed'by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated byt
Cleat target scene with sharp focus.

29



~. ~ REFERENCES

DE? 9-2350-255-10-11 pp. 2-118 to 2-119.
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TASK 53 1 PRWPARE LASER RANG-PINDER FOR OPERATION

CONDUTIONS/STTT ULUS

System States Table B, Column 5B.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 4B is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Verify that LRF RANGE switch is in SAFEM
2. View through GPS eyepiece and verify that

F symbol in GPS picture is out.
3. Notify Tank Commander if F symbol appears

*. in Cp8 picture.

NOTE As When turret power is turned 0,
and IRP RANGE switch is not in
SAVE position,, the LIT gobs into
safe condition, F symbol appears
in GPS sight picture, and FIRE
CONTROL MALF light on Tank
Cotmiander's panel comes on,

HEASU RDNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 2 (or Step 3

During Training: if required).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiation stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 2 (or Step 3

if required).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

, LRF RANGE switch in SAVE.
. F symbol in GPS icture is out.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-119.
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TASK 6B: PREPARE GUMNER'8 AUMXILIA1 SIGHT FOR OPERATION

cONDITIONSS /STfIULUS

System States Table Bp Column 6B; and, a target at a range
near 1200 meters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 5B is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Set POWER switch on GAS panel to ON.
2. Turn RETICLE switch to SABOT/HEP.
3. View through GAS eyepiece and aim at target

using main gun manual controls (see Task
4A, Steps 4d and 4e).

*'VNOTE At Hydraulic power to gun and turret
actuators is shut off when the manual
crank handle palm switch is squeezed.

R4. otate focusing ring to obtain sharptest
possible image.

VOTE B: Notify Tank Coamander if traversing
new correctinn unable to focus.

5. Move FILTER knob to IN to reduce Slare in
field-of-view.

6. Turn brightness knot- to adjuat brightness as
needed.

7. Verify that A?YSDS and 5M735 and HUP-T and
M393 legends appear above reticle.

NOTE C: Notify Tank Cominmnder ;Lf legends
do tnot appear above ret.Lcle.

8, Turn RETICLE switch to I1EAT.
q. Verify that IIFALT-T/SM456 legend appears above

re tile.

NOTE D: Notify Tank Coimimandor if legend does
nuot appoar abovo vO•lla.

10. Tell loador to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE swiLtch
on Loader's pancl to MANUAL position.

11. Lock main gun elevation lock (aee Task 4iA,
Step 4h).

12. Tell Loaduv to l.ock Lurrtl traverse lot.k.

NEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of iniLiating sLImuli and
During Training: compleLion of S t:ep 12.

Accuracy - As indicated by mai'ch beLween Stups
given above avid nteps perfortued by
Guanner.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 12.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
GAS focused.

. Tank Commander notified if ammuni-
tion legends do not appear above
each reticle, or uight won't
"focus, or both.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-120, p. 2-148, p. 2-116.

'..
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TASK 7I PRUOAE BALLISTIC COMPVUTER • Mo•..TI..

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 7B,
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initial !.ng Stimuli: Task 6B is completed.

ACTION

Gunner willt 1. Turn computer power switch to ON0
2. Check that PNi indicator light in on.

NOTE As If PUR indicator light does not coma
on, see Task 13, Step 5.

3. Push and hold TEST button and verify that the
following indicator lamps are litt

•L .ZERO
.R . BORESIGHT
* U . 8.8.8.5.8 shows in display
.D .NOGO
* all INPUT KEYS

NOTE B: If all lights are lit, the computer is
prepared for operation. If any or all
lights are not lit, perform Steps a
and 5 as required.

4. Replace lamps that do not light (see Task 1B,
Step 5).

5. If no lamps light, proceed as followse
a. Verify that computer power switch is set

to ON.
b. Reset COMPUTER, CANT SENSOR circuit breaker

on turret networks box (located in
Loader's station).

c. If malfunction is not corrected, check if
all cables are properly connected.

1. If no, properly connect cables and
repeat Step 3.

2. If yes, notify Tank Comander,

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 3 (or Steps 4

During Training: and 5 as required).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.
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"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End' ocompletion of Step 3 (or Steps 4

SEnd of Trainngs and 5 as required).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. All indicator lmps on ballistic com-
puter light when computer power switch
.s 0N and TEST button pushed.

*Tank Comnrader. notified if no lamps
light.

REFERMICES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1 pe. 2-120, p, 3-22.

I
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MODULE C. PEIRFORM P-OPERATION CHECKS'

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table C9 Column IC.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to perform pre-operation checks.

ACTION

Gunner will:

iC. Test Gunner's station caution and warning lights,
2C. Perform GPS functional check.
3C. Perform computer self-test.
4C. Perform thermal imaging system built-in test.
5C. Perform Gun/Turret drive--LOS tracking check.
6C, Perform lead system check.
7C, Perform firing circuit tests.
BC. Perform boresight check.
9C. Align muscle reference sensor.

1OC. Perform crosswind sensor check.

3
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TASK iCt TEST GUN•NERS STATION CAUTION AND WARIING LIGITS

CONDITIONS/ISTIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column IC,
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to perform pre-operations checks.

ACTION

Gunner villa 1. Notify Tank Comimnder If FAULT EU and FAULT
WOVE lights on TIS are on.

2. Test GPS and T'5 panel lights (see Task 13).
3. Turn controls on other turret panels OFF or

to SA1M unless they are 'being used.

HWAURZE2NT

Time - between end of initiating stimuli and
During Ttainiatg completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
"given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Tim - between and of initiating stimuli and
End of Trainingt eopletion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. G01 panels and TIS panel light come

on when PANEL LIRITS TEST push-
button is pushed.

REFERENCBS

DEP 9-2350-255-10-11 pp. 2-121 to 2-122, p. 3-18.
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TASK 2C PERFOR CPS FUNCTIONAL CHECK

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System Statet Table C, Column 2C.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli$ Task IC is completed.

V., -ACTION

Gunner willi 1. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
2. Unlock main gun elevation lock (see Task 4A,

Step 4b).
3, Determine if GPS reticle is moving (see Task 2B,

Step 8).
4. Null GPS reticle drift (see Task 2B, Step 9).
5. Turn GUN SELECT switch to COAX then to MAIN.
6. Check that GUN SELECT - COAX then GUNl SELECT -

MAIN lights come on.

NOTE At If either or both GUN SELECT lights
do not come on, see Task 1B, Step 5.

7, Turn AMMUNITION SELECT switch to each position
(APDS, HEP, BE, HEAT) to verify that green
light comes on for each.

NOTE B: If any AMMUNITION SELECT light does
not come on, see Task 1E, Step 5.

8. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
9. Check that GUN SELECT - TRIGGER SAVE light is on.

NOTE Ct If GUN SELECT - TRIGGER SAFE light is
not on, see Task 1B, Step 5.

10. View through GPS eyepiece and turn FLTR/CLEAR/
SHTR switch to FLTR then CLEAR to verify
operation of each.

11. Open THERMAL ballistic door handle (see Task 2A,
Step ia).

12. View through OPS eyepiece and turn FLTR/CLEAR/
SHTR switch to SHTR to verify operation of
SHTR position.

13. Close IIERMAL ballistic door handle.
14. Check operation of PANEL LIGIT knob (see Task 1B,

Step 8).
15. Notify TC if FLTR/CLEAR/S1ITR switch fails to

operate at one or more positions, or PANEL
LIGHT knob fails to adjust illumination, or
both.
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Time - Between and of initiating stimuli
and completion of Step 14 (or Step 15

During Training: if any action fails to verify).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

End oTcompletion of Step 14 (or Step 15
End of Traim~nin if any action fails to verify).

Accuracy - As indicatae4 by:
. "S reticle not moving.
. AM•NtITION SELECT lights come on at

each position.
AM SELECT lights come on at each position.

, TC is notified if FLTR/CLZAR/SHTR switch
fails to operate at one or more pobitions.

* TC ia notified if PANEL LIGHT knob fails
to adjust illumination.

REFERENCES

"DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-122.
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TASK 3X: I •nOM COMPUTER SEW TiSt

ONITIONSSTRMS

Systm States Table C, Column 3C.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 2C completed.

ACTION

Gunner vills 1. Insure hydraulic pressure gage reads 1550 to
1650 psi.

2. Insure turret traverse lock is unlocked.
3. Insure main Sun elevation travel lock is

unlocked.
4. Have Loader'insure OUN/TWaUT DRIVE switch

is set to POWERED (light is lit).
5. Insure FIRE CONTROL MODS switch is set to

NORMAL (light is lit).
6. Insure stabilization drift is nulled out

(see Task 2B, Steps 8 & 9),
7. Insure computer power switch is set to ON

(lWR light is lit).

NOTE As Computer power must be on for 90
seconds before starting computer
self test.

8. Squeeze and hold power control handle palm
switch throughout self test.

NOTE Bt Do not move Ounnerts or TCWs control
handles during self test,

9. Push and release TEST button on computer panel,

NOTE C: TEST button will light and remain lit
throughout self test. If computer
will not perform self test (TEST light
does not light), continue with Step 10.

NOTE DI Self test will stop if palm switch is
roloased. Aftor roleasing palm switch,
self test may not be continued, but
may be started over (Step 8).

NOTE El If TEST light goes out, and display
panel reads PASS, self test is com-
pleted with no failures encountered.

NOTE It If a failure is encountered during
the self test, the NO GO light (red)
will light, and the display panel will
read FAIL (flashing) for 4 seconds.
Then a failure number will appear in
the display for 10 seconds. The self
test will stop.
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If an AUTO INPUT key (CROSSWIND, CAN7Tp LEAD,
or RANGE) is lit and flashingo continue with
Step 11.

It no keys are flashing, continue with Step 13.

10. If computer will not perform self teat, take
corrective action as follows:

a. Perform checks in Steps 5, 7, and 8 again.
be If computer display panel shows numbers,

press ENTER key.
a. Insure turret cables are connected.
d. Insure circuit breaker on panel in turret

networks box is set to ON,

NOTE 0t After taking corrective action,
begin self test again (Stop 8), If
self test still does not run, notify
organizational maintenance.

11. To bypass failed AUTO INPUT component and con-
tinue self test:

"a. Push and release flashing AUTO INPUT key.

NOTE Ht Key will remain lit, not flashing.
Display value will be 0 (zero) for cant,
crosswind, or lead failures; display

'., will show battle range value for range
failure.

b. Press ENTER key.

NOTE It Input to computer from failed component
: is cancelled, and self test continues.

After self tost is completed, take
corrective action (Step 12). To return
to automatic input for component, press
lighted AUTO INPUT key.

12. For AUTO INPUT failures, discontLinue self test
and take corrective action as follows:

a. Failure 2 - Cant sensor.
4., 1) Insure Lank is on level ground,

2) Insure cant sensor cables are connected.
"b. Fniluro 3 - Croeswind sensor.

"1) Insure crostwind Rensor enbles arecorttt~c l;•r

2) Check crogswirid sensor (nee Task 10C).
*4 3) Covor crougwJitd sensor dur:Lng test 'if

wind is guutting.
c. Failure 4 - Lead (Azimouth rate).

1) lnsut:: hydraulic pressure gage reads
1550-3650 psi.

2) Insure turret traverse lock is unlncked.
3) In,3uru titabiI.iLt•Lcu drirt (azimuth) is

.nullud out:.
4) ins tire Bunn•r's and WltCl comtrol. handles

"" rO tiot: nov•d duLt':i.hlg et, tes.t
5) Iniuurt GUN/'ITUd"tU.r DRIUVE i.'SWERED light i19

6) Inmuroe V'RV CONTROL MODR, NORtAL l ight is
Lit:
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d. Failure 8 - Range (l-ager rangefindet).
1) Insure LRF RANGE switch in set to SAFE.
2) Insure LRF buttons on gunner's and TC's

control handles were not pressed
during self test.

3) With LRF RANGE switch set to SAFE, turn
TURRET POWER switch to OFF and back to
ON to reset laser,

NOTE Ji After taking corrective actions, begisn
self test again (Step 8). If failure
still appears, notify organizational
maintenance. Input data manually as
required (see Task 2G).

13. For computer failures (other than AUTO INPUT)
take corrective action as followst

as Failure 1 - Computer,
1) Enter*AXKO TDMP (see Task 10) and repeat

self test.
* 2) If failure 1 occurs again, enter all

manual inputs (Task 1G) and recharge
computer battery by leaving TUPRRET
POWER switch set to ON for one hour.

b. Failure 5 - Sight stabi.lization (elevation
rate).

1) Insure main gun elevation travel lock is
unlocked.

2) Insure stabilization drift (elevation)
is nulled out.

3) Insure gunner's and TCWs control handles
were not moved during self test.

4) Insure OUN/TURR.T DRIVE POWERED light is
lit.

5) Insure PIRE CONTROL MODE NORM4AL light is
lit.

c. Failure 6 - 0PS reticle servo.
1) Inform TC of failure.

d. Failure 7 - Data link (sight-Sun link).
1) Insure main Sun is at least 3 degrees

away from maximum depression/elevation.
2) Insure palm switches were released after

previous self test.
3) Insure turret traverse and Sun elevation

locks are unlocked.
4) Insure GU1N/TURRVIT DRIVE POWERED light is

lit.
5) Insure FIRE CONTROL DODE NORMAL light is

lit.
6) With FIRE CONTROL MODE set to MER, if

stabilization drift occurs (see Task 2B,
Step 8), notify organizational maintenance.

NOTE K: After taking corrective action(s) run
self test again (Step 8). tf nume
failure sti.l appears, notify organiza-
tional mainteannce.
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.MUSVMNT Time - Between eand of initiating stimulus and
completion of Step 9 (after corrective

During Training: action(s) taken as required).
Accuracy As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
comnplet:Lon uf Step 9 (aftzer corrective

End of Trainingi actions taken as required).
Accuracy -As indicated by:

Before self test is started (Step 8):
- Hydraulic pressure gage reads 1550-1650 psi.- Turret traverse and main Sun elevation

locks are unlocked.
- GUN/TURRET DRIVE. POWERED light is lit.
- FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL light is lit.
- Stabilization drift (azimuth and *le-

vaLion) is nulled out.
- Computer PWR light is lit for 90 seconds.

. Self test ends with no failuraes encountered,
or A.ter corrective actions are taken, com-

ponents still failiag self test are
reported to organizational maintenance.

REFERENCES

DE? 9-2350-255-10-11 pp. 2-123 to 2-1,25, p. 3-18, pp. 3-20 to 3-22.
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TASK 4Ci PERFORM THIERMAL IMAGING SYST,14 BUILT-IN REST

CODlIOS/STINMUS

System States Table C, Column 4CI and, a ta.•et that produces
heat at a range near 1200 meters.

SGunner Location: In Gunner's station.
"Initiating Btimulis Task 3C iq completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Set magnification switch to 1OX.
2, Turn THERMAL MODE switch to ON.
3. Open THERM•L ballistic door handle (see Task

2A, Step la).
4. Turn FLTR/CLEAR/SHTR switch to SHTR.
5. View through GPS eyepiece and turn UNIT TEST

PATTERN switch to each position. The
pictures that should appear in the GPS
eyepiece are as followat
, PCU - view with no image test pattern,

Range already in computer will
appear at bottom of view,

I ICU - test pattern with darkened upper
right quarter of picture.

R EU - test pattern with eight reticles.
All nLunber/symbol indicators with
light at bottor, of pattern.

STRU - test pattern with reticle centered
and vertical bar left of reticle.
Rlange already in computer will
appear at bottom of picture.

6. Notify TC if incorrect display appears for any
1 ,'switch position.

7. Focus thermal imaging system picture (sae Task
4B, Steps I through 9).

8. Close THER4MAL ballisLic door handle.
9. Turn nLTR/CLUAR/SHTR switch to CLEAR,

WASURE111NT

Time - Between end of int.L..n.. iFimulUl and
i During Trainings completion o.f Stllp 9,

Accuracy - As iidi:cated by match be(We0n steps given
above and stops puirformetd by Gunner,

Time - )3etween end or litn• tlatl.n• stimuli and
During Training: aotnpletiotL of bep S ,

Accuracy - An indicated by!
• TC ir. noif~iold iA incorrer.t displ1ay

appears for nay UNIT T8ST PAT1'IRN
F1wLtch pos, I.i on,

Clear tUtrget ,. , t4:.,ov wLt.li mhit o•rl, us.
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IU DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-126.
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TASK SC: PERFORK GUN/TURRET DRIVE - LOS TRACKING CHECK

CONDITIONSISTMUS

System State: Table C, Column 5C; and, a target at a range
near 1200 meters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 4C is completed.

ACTION

Gunner vwil: 1. View through GPS eyepiece and trazk target
slowly in both elevation and auimuth with
power control handles (see Tasks IF and
21).

2. Observe reticle motion relative to scene,
"NOTE A: Rleticle should move smoothly at any

fixed angle of hanciLa position.

3. Notify TC if reticle does not move smoothly.

NOTE B: TC will track slowly in both elevation
and azimuth with Commander's power
control handle (after Gunner completes
tracking).

4. Null reticle drift, if required (see Task lB1
Step 9).

5. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.
6. View through OPS eyepiece, grasp Gunner's

power control handles and squeeze palm
switches.

NOTE C: Reticle will rise, then stabilize.
7. Notify TC if drift is more than 0.1 mil in

10 seconds.
8. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.

M UREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps pnrforined by
Gunner.

Timen - Between end of initiating stimuli Lad
End of Training: completion of Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. TC is notified if drift is mo,:F. than

0.i mil in LO seconds when FIRE
CONTROL MODE switch is in tMER.

. T C is notified if reticle does not
move smoothly at any fixed nng.te of•i handle positcion.

. CPS reticle not moving.
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DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-127.
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TASK 6CW PERFORM LEAD SYSTEM CHECK

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table C9 Column 6C; and, 8 target at a range
near 1200 moters.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stioulis Task SC is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Turn AMMUNITION SELECT switch to HRAT.
2. Squeeze and hold Gunner's power control

handle palm switch.
3a. Manually enter 2000-meter range Into computer

(see Task 20), view through CPS eyepiece,
and slowly rotate power control handles

or (see Tasks 1F and 27).
o b. Range on the target with laser rangefinder

view through G0S eyeoiece, and slowly
rotate power control handles (sea Tasks
11 and 27).

NOTE As Reticle will move relative to edge
of eyepiece scene as handles are
rotated.

4. Reverse direction of handle rotation.

NOTE Bt Reticle motion in scene will reverse.

5. Center power control handles.

NOTE C: Reticle will go to center of scene.

6. Notify TC if reticle motions are not as described
(Notes A, B, C).

7. Track in one direction, then quickly center
power control handles.

8, Notify TC if turret motion is not felt after
power control handles are centered.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 7 (or Step 8 if
turret motion is not felt after
power control handles are centered).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 7 (or Step 8 if

End of Traininas turret motion is not felt after
power control handles are centered).

Accuracy - As indicated ýy:
. GPS reticle not moving.
. TC is notified if reticle motions are

not as described.
. TC is notified if turret motion is

not felt after power control
handles are centered.

DSP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-128.
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T-ASK 7C-:MU31701-1100N C11T CUIZST1I5

CONDITZIOS/STILUS

System States Table C, Column 7C; and, firing circuit tester,
spent case ejection guard in A,?3D1 and
DA Form 2404.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 6C io 'complated.

ACTION

Gunner vills A. FIRING CIRCUITS CHECK, CIRCUIT TESTER SHOULD LIGHT

1. Place firing circuit tester between rear of
2 un tube and face of breechblock.

2 Turn GUN SELECT witch to HAN
3. Turn manual firing handle (blasting machine)

iiockwise vigorously two to four times.

NOTE At Light in firing circuit tester will
light*

4. Grasp manual elevation crank handle, squeeze
palm switch, and press trigger.

NOTE B: Light in firing circuit tester will
light,

5. Squeeze power control handle palm switches
and triggers.

NOTE C: Light in firing circuit tester will
light.

6. Note on DA Form 2404 anytime light in firing
circuit tester does not light.

B. FIRING CIRCUITS CHECK, CIRCUIT TESTER SHOULD NOT LIGHT

1. Tell Loader to lock turret traverse lock.
2. Squeeze power control handle palm switches

and triggers while rotating Gunner's
handles in azimuth a small amount.

NOTE At Light in firing circuit tester will
not light.

3. Lock main Sun elevation travel lock (sea Task 4A,
Step 4h).

4. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
5. Squeeze power contnol handle palm switches

and triggers while rotating Gunner's
handles in elevation a small amount.

NOTE B: Light in firing circuit tesoter will
not light.
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6. Turn GUN SELECT witch to TRIGGE SAFE.
7. Tqueel e power tontrol handle palm switches

to XANUAL.
9. Squeeze power control handle palm switches

and triggers.

NOTE D" Light in firing circuit tester will
not light.

10. Unlock main gun elevation travel lock
(see Task 4A, Stop 4b).

11e Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRIT DRIVE switch
to POWEAIDA

12. Remove firing circuit teoter.
13, Not# on DA Form 2404 any time light in firing

circuit tester light..

* MEASUREMEN4T

,'., cruttse ~he

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 12# Part B (or

During Trainingt Step 13 if deficiencies are noted
on DA Form 2404).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 12, Part B (or
Step 13 if deficiencies are noted

End of Training: on DA Vorm 2404.
Accuracy - As indicated bya

. Light in firing tester lights during
Part A tests.

. Light in firing tester does not light
during Part B tests,

. Deficiencies are noted on DA Form 2404.

RZFERENCES

DSP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-129 to 2-130.
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TASK UCs PERFORM BORESIGT MICK

CONDITIONS /STInULUS

System State: Table C, Column 8C; and$ a boresight target at a
range near 1200 meters, and a muzzle borescope
Inserted in main gun muzzle so that top and bottom
witness marks on gun muzzle are aligned with marks
on borescope, and eyepiece is on right of gun tube.

Gunner Locations In Ounner's stations
Initiating Stimulit Task 7C to completed.

ACTION

Gunnar wills 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
2. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to ZMER.
U3. Insert. 1200 meotrs range into computer manually

(see Task, 2G).
or 3b, Insert 1200 meters range by lasing on target

(see Task )
4. Press BORESIGWT key on computer control panel.
5. Turn FLTR/CLEZAR/SHTR switch to 1LTR or CLEAR.
6. View through OPS eyepiece and lay borescope reticle

dot on clearly defined point on target by
laying gun from low to high and from left to
right.

NOTE At Do not overshoot and return.

7. Verify that GPS and borescope reticles are +
0.3 ails.

NOTE Bo Complete GPS borasight procedure
(see Task 1K) and boresight muzzle
reference sensor (see Task 2K) if GS
and borescope reticles are not +
0.3 mile.

8. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
9. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
During Trainings completion of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Trainings completion of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by GPS and borescops reticles
+ 0.3 mils.
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REFENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-130, pp. 2-158 to 2-159.
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TASI 9C: ALIGN )OZZIEI =rMMVIWC M18O1

CONDITIONS/STDMUUS

System States Table C, Column 9C; and, a target that produces
heat at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulil Task SC i. completed.

ACTIOA

Gunner wills I. Set M35 switch to IN.
2. Squeeze palm switches on power control

switches and hold until main sun moves
to zero elevation,

NOTS As Main Sun may move abruptly when
-palm switches are ,squeezed.

NOTH Bt Do not press range buttons on
power control handles. MS
reticle will be damaged if LRI
in fired while MRS key is lit.

3. View through CPS eyepiece and release palm
switches.

4. Move RETICLE ADJUST toggle on computer con-
trol panel as necessary to center OPS
reticle in MRS reticle.

5. Sot MRS switch to OUT.

NOTE Ci MRS key light will go out. MRS data
is now entered in the computer for use
in ballistic solutions.

MMAURIDMT

Time - Between end of initiating stimul and
During Trainings completion of Step 5.

Accuracy - Am indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 5.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. MRS Te'ticle centered with GPS reticle,
. MRS data entered into computer ballistic

solutions.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-131 to 2-132.
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TASK lOCi PVORX -CROSSWIND- 5801 CHE M,

A cQCODITIONS/STIHULUS

System State: Table C. Column OC; and, Crosswind Sensor erected
and covered.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulit Task VC Is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Manually insert 5 degrees cant into computer
(See Task 20).

2. Press CROSSWIND key on computer control panel.

NOT At Light in CROSSWIND key will come on
and crosswind sensor output value in
miles per hour will appear in computer
display.

3. Clean crosewind sensor if value in computev:
display is greater than 0 mph.

4, Notify TC if value does not go to zero after
cleaning crosswind sensor.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 2 (or Step 3 or 4

During Training: or both, if required).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 2 (or Step 3 or 4

End of Traluinin or both, if required).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Crosswind sensor value in computer
display in 0.

. TC Is notitied if value in computer
display does not go to zero after
cleaning crosswind sensor.

REVERENCZ8

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-132.1
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MODULI D. PIRIUFOI DITAILID CHiCKS

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Column 1D.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimulli TC tells Gunner to perform detailed checks.

ACTION

Gunner will:

iD•. Perform computer data check,
2D. Perform cent unit check.
3D. Perform lead accuracy chck.
"4D, Perform superelevation checks

[I,



POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE D
WHEN TASK PERiO•RNAZCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK
-I D 2D 3•D I 4D

Computer control panel powe
switch ON ON ON ON
GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIGGER TRIGGER '

SAPSSAAPS SAFE SAFE
0UN/TURRET DRIVI• witch POWEREOD POWERED PO l POWERED

LRF RANGE switch SAFE SAFE SAPE SAFE
Ballistic door handles OPEN/ OPEN/ OPEN/ OPEN/

_________________________DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT
Naui igun elevation travel look UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

Turret traver -.lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED M=q1 S)-. UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON ON , ON ON
VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON.QL.. ON ON ON
Domulight ON ON ON ON

FIRE CONTROL KODE switch. NODIL R MAL NORMAL - NORMAL
THERMAL NODE switch STANDBY STANDBY IlAIDB S TA DBY

.8
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TASK ID: PERO•M COMTER DATA CHECK

"CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Column IDI and, boresight and sero data
stored in the computer and logged in the equip-
sent maintenance folder on DA Form 2408-10,
tube wear data stored in the computer &nd logged
in the equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-49 and burrent barometric pressure and air
temperature.

4. Gunner Location8 Zn Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimul.t TC tells Gunner to perform detailed checks,

*4 ACTION

Gunner willi 1. Check asmunition temperature&
a. Press and release AM TIMP key
b. Enter remote thermometer temperature (in

bustle ammunition stowage) in computer
by pressing numbered keys, if different
from display.

c. Press ENTER key.
2. Check barometric pressure.

a. Press BAPO PUSS key.
b. Enter current barometric pressure in computer

by pressing numbered keysp if different
from display.

c. Press ENTER key,
3. Check air temperature.

a. Press AIR TDMP key.
b. Enter current air temperature in computer

by pressing numbered keys, if different
from display.

a. Press ENTER key.
4. Check tube wear.

a. Press TUBE WEAR key.
b. Compare display with last tube wear data on

DA Form 2408-4.
c. Enter current tube wear data in computer by

pressing numbered keys, if different
from dimplay.

d. Press ENTER key.
5. Set GUN SELECT awitch to MAIN.

NOTE Dt Do Steps 6 through 9 for each setting
of AMMUNITION SELECT switch.

6. Set AMMUNITION SELECT switch to SABOT, HEP, BR,
or HEAT.

7. Check amunition subtype designation.
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a. Press AM0 SUBDES key.
• b. Compare displey with aemm subtype to be used

for ammo type selected (refer to chart
on computer control panel door).

c. Enter correct ammo subtype in computer by
pressing numbered keys, if necessary.

d. Press ENTER key.
8. Check battlesight range for each ammunitionm types

a. Press BR ADJUST key.
b. Compare display with battlesight range for

ammo type selected.
a. Enter correct battlesight range for ammo

type selected in computer by pressing
numbered keys, if necessary.

d. Press DM4TR key.
9. Cheak sero of main Sun.

a. Press ZERO key.
b. Compare display with recorded sara numbers

oANDA Worm 2408-10 for ammo type selected.

NOTE Ii One zero for each ammo type-subtype
designation does not change value,

a. Enter correct mero numbers by using RITICLI
ADJUST toggle, if necessary (see Task 3G).

d, Press ENTER key.
10, Check MRS boresight.

a. Turn MRS switch to IN.
b. Press ]DOPISIGRT key,
a, Compare dispLay with recorded NRS boresiSht

numbers on DA form 2408-10.
do Enter correct MRS boresight numbers using

RETICLE ADJUST toggle, if necessary
(see Task 30).

a. Press ENTER key.
f. Turn MRS switch to OUT.

11. Check boresight of main gun.
a. Press BUP.ESIGHT key.
b. Compare display with recorded main gun bore-

sight numbers on DA Porm 2408-10.

NOTE St If display is not identical with
recorded numbers, boresight the OPS
and MRS (see Tasks K1 and K2).

c. Presh ENTER key.
12. Set GUN SELECT switch to coax.
13. Check coax zero.

a. Preso ZERO key.
b. Compare display with recorded coax zero.
c. Enter correct zero numbers by using RAETICLE

ADJUST tog$le, if necessary (see Task 3G).
d. Press ENTER key.

14. Set GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training&a completion of Step 14.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 14C

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Match between boresight and zero data

logged in equipment maintenance
folder on DA Form 2408-10 and data
stored in the computer.

. eatch between current ammunition
"temperature, barometric pressure,
air temperature and the tube wear
that stored in computer (upon
completion of Step 17).

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-133 to 2-135, 2-143 to 2-145.

NOTE

The procedure described differs from that of tha DEP with regard to
the WIS data check (Step 9). The computer panel has been re-designed
such that the dk8 press key Vas changed to an rX/OUT switch.

'4
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TASK 2D: PERYOU CANT UNIT CHEKM

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Task 2D; and, a gunner'a quadrant,
boresight and zero data stored in the computer,
and tank parked on level ground.

Gunner Locations tn Gunner's station.
Initiating Stiamnls Task 1D is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Measure trunnion cant with gunner's quadrant.
2. Press CANT key on computer control panels
3. Verify that cant value in computer display

is +0.5 degrees (5 mile) of gunner's
quadrant reading.

4. Notify TC if values are not +0.5 degrees
(5 mile) of each other.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 3 [or Step 4 if
values are not +0.5 degrees (5 mile)

During Training: of each other].
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 3 [or Step 4 if
values are not +0.5 degrees (5 mile)

SEnd oTof each other].

Accuracy - As indicated by:
o Cant value in computer display is

+0.5 degrees (5 mile) of gunner's
quadrant reading.

. TC is notified if cant value in com-
puter display is not +0.5 degrees
(5 mils) of gunner's quadrant reading.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 135,
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TASK 3Ds PIRORN LEAD ACURACY CHECK

CONDITIONS /STD4ULUS

System State: Table D, Column 3D; and, boresight and zero data
stored in the computer# a gridboard at 500
maters, and tank =nSine not running.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task ID is completed.

ACTIO

Gunner wills le. Raise AUX KMDR POWER switch on Coummnder's'
control panel to ON, then to OF?0 to shut
off hydraulic system.

2. Remove any hydraulic pressure in system by
movin GunnerA's power control handles.

3. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
4. Turn AIMUNITION SELECT switch to SABOT 6
5* Manually input the following values into

. computer (see Tasks 10 and 2G).
. RANGE- 1451 AIR TE -59.0* 7
*CANT - 0 AHMO T - 69.S1 7
. CROSSWIND - 0 BARO PRESS - 29.92
.LEAD- 0 TUBE WEAK- .0
. SU•DES - 0

- NOTE At Do not change ZER0, BORESIGT, or
MRS values.

6. Squeeze Gunner's power control handle palm
switch for about 30 seconds to induce
solution.

NOTE B: Gyco Reticle Compensation (GRC) must
decay to zero.

7. View through CPS eyepiece and lay GPS reticle
with manual crank handles on fixed reference
point (center of 500 meter grid board).

8. Squeeze and hold Gunner's power control handle
'* palm switch.

9. Press LEAD key on computer control panel.
10. Manually input +2.5 mil/sec rate (see Task 2G).
11. Press ENTER key on computer control panel.
12. Press RANGE key (to call up range of 1451).
13. Press ENTER key (to re-enter range).
14. Wait 30 seconds to induce solution, then view

through OPS eyepiece to verify that reticle
has moved 2.5 mile (or 5 blocks on grid-
board).
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NOTE Ct Ain point on grodboard has shifted
2.5 all; that is, edge of center
reticle line is now aim point.

NOTE Di Range must be 1451 to provide one
"second time of flight.

NOTE It 1 block w 9.84 inches - 0.5 mile I
500 meters

I block a 10.0 Inches n 0.5 alls II - 508 meters
"7 Z15., Prses LEAD key.

16. Manually input -2.5 ail/sec rate (see Task 20).
17. Prses ENTER key.
18. Press RANGE key (to call up range of 1451).
19. Proes •ETR• key (to re-enter range).
20. gait 30 seconds to induce. solution; then, view

through GPS eyepiece to verify that reticle
has moved 5,Ooi1 (or 10 + 0.5 blocks on
gridbd'ard).

21. Release Ounner's power control handle palm witch.
22. Prese CROSSWIND, CANT, LEAD and RANGE keys to

place functions back in automatic.
23. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAVE.

MEAURDZNT

Ti%,-, - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 23.

Accuracy - AM indicated by match between steps given
above and steps p4rformed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 23.

Accuracy - As indicated byt
GPS reticle is 2.5 mile (5 blocks on

gridboard) to left of center of
500 meteor ridboard.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-LO; pp. 2-136 to 2-137.
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CON TONS/STIMUS

System States Table D# Coluim 4D; and, zero target at a range
near 1200 meters, a gunner's quadrant, and
Table A (computer'. Solution), TM 9-2350-255-10-1.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3D is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Raise AUX HXDR POWER, switch on Commander's
control panel to ON to restart auxiliary
hydraulic system (if tank engine not
running).

2. Select one of the 20 lines in Table A as
information input line.

NOTE At The first column of Table A (0 TYPE)
references ammo type. Ammo type codes
used for computer manual input are
on inside of computer control panel
door. The last two columns of Table A
are answer columns.

3; Manually enter all data except RANGE METERS
from selected line of Table A into computer
(see Tasks 10 and 2G).

4. Enter 1200 meters for range.
5. Pre BORESIGUT key.
6. View through GPS eyepiece and lay GPS reticle

on zero target using manuel controls.
7. Place &unnerve quadrant on bteech gunner quadrant

pads.
8. Write down gun elevation angle (Angle #1).
9. Remove gunner's quadrant.

10. Squeeze Gunner's power control handle palm
switch.

11. Manunlly ontor the RANGE METERS from selected
line of Tablo A (suee Tauk 2U).

12. View through GPS eyepiece, hold Gunner's power
control handle palm switch closed 5 seconds
and re-lay on zero target.

13. Adjust to final aim point manually.
14. Place gunner's quadrant on breech gunner quadrant

pads.
15. Write down gun elevation angle (Angle #2).
16. Subtract Angle #1 from Angle #2 (Angle #2 -

Angle 01).
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NOTX Bt The attswer 1s positive end -idto the
number under ELEV MILO from selected
line of Table A.

3 17, Press CROSSWIND, CANT, LEAD, and RANGE keys
to place functions back in automatic.

18. Return all manual inputs to computer to their
appropriate values (see Tasks iG and 2G).

1IEASURM49NT

Time Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingt completion of Step 18.

Accuracy - Ai indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 18.

Accuracy - As indicated byt
o Difference between Angle #2 and Angle #I*

is equal to the number under XLEV
MILO from selected line of Table A.

7. REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-11 pp. 2-138 to 2-140.
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)~~bUL3r 3.IOUZNOTPIIOOTO A WEAMPON SYITUB X*UUNMCTW

ODNDITIONS/STMWVIM S

System State: Table lI and any one or more malfunctions listed
in Table 2E.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Smtiwlis Any one of the 22 malfunctions listed on Table 21

occurs.

**1 ACTION

Gunner willt

Zl. Identify the malfunction (see Table 23).
12* Take the recoiendad corrective actions.
13. Notify TC if recoiunded corrective actions do not correct.

6

I.:
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TABLE 11

POSITION OP CONTROLS 1OR MALFUNCTIONS IN MODULE I
WHEN ANY MALFUNCTION OCCURS

CONTROLS POSITION

Computer control panel power .witch ON
,UN SELECT switch TRIGGER

SAFE
UN/TURRET DRIVE switch POWERED

"L, RANGE switch SAYS

Ballistic door handles OP7I2/
_____ _____ ______. ___ _____ _ _ i DAYLIGHT

Hain gun elevation travel lock UNLOCEED

Turret traverse lock UNLOCKHD

TURRET POWER switch ON

VICLE MASTER POWER switch ON

Domlight ON

Ifnl CONTROL M4ODE switch NORMAL

TRENMAL MODE switch STANDBY

.6
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TAUX IS.

1ME CONMOL AnD WEAPON SYS2D4S MALFUNCTIONS

SYSTEM MnlFUNCTION

COMPUTER 1. Computer control panel does not operate: No lights
on panel.

2. Computer control panel light test does not work.
3. Computer does not perform el*f test,
4. Computer failures Failure number 1 on computer con-

trol panel display.
5. Cant sensor failures Failure number 2 on computer

control panel display.
6. Crosewind sensor failures Failure number 3 on computer

control panel.
7. Lead (azimuth rate) failures Failure number 4 on

computer control panel display.
8. Zlevation rate failure: Failure number 5 on computer

control panel display.
9. Data link failure: Failure number 7 on computer

control panel display.
10. Laser ranSgfinder failures Failure number 8 on com-

puter control panel display.

GPS 11, GPS poor or no reticle.
12. GPS F symbol appears fn GPSq

GAS 13. GAS poor or no reticle.

TIS 14. TIS does not work when THeRMAL MIODE switch turned
from STANDBY to ON.

15. TIS fault lights ON.

LEF 16, Laser rangefinder incorrect or no range

WEAPONS 17. Stabilization does not work,
18, Turret will not traverse/elevate, rough tracking,

or large inhibit delays.
19. Zeroing error more than 0.5 mile.
20. Main aui rounds do not hit target.
21. 14ain gun cannot be fired from power control handles.
22. Coaxial machinegun does not fire.
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i

MALPU .. TI#N s : *utor comtrol panl-doe-s not opostates No-lights on pa .. ..

e ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Set LU RANGE switch to ARM 18T RTN or ARM LAST RTN.
2. Set TURRET POWER switch on comnnder's panel, to ON.
"3. Check computer cables for proper connection; and,

"* 4a. Notify TC if cables are properly connected.
= or 4b. Properly connect cables.

NOTE At Panel lights should cows on after Step 4b
• •i performed.

HIASURRNT

Time - etween end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of Step 4.

Accuracy - As indicited by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Betveen end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training: of Stop 4.

Accuracy - An indicated byt
* Panel lights 4ime on.
. TC is notified if cables are properly connected

(Step 4a or 4b) and panel lights do not
come on.

REFERENCES

DZP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-23p #46.
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MALMU4!Oo• L2: Cosputer Control panel light test does not iork.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Check that computer power switch is ON.

2. See Task 75, Steps 2, 3, 4, and 5.

"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

During Training; of Step 2.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above

and steps performed by Gunner.

Time- Between end of initiating stimuli and completion

Id of Trainingi of Step 2.
Accuracy - As ILndicated byl

All indicator lamps on ballistic computer
light when computer power switch s 01O
and T•ST button pushed.

T notitfied if no lamps light.

DVP 9-2350-235•10-1; p. 3-22, #45.
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""Mg 3TL #3_: dCf-4# d-oes fit 'erform selfet.st.

-m_ ACTION

"Gunner will: 1. Turn computer power switch ON.
2. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.

:2 3. Squeeze power control handle palm switchas.
4. Press ENTER button on computer panel.
5. Connect loose computer cables.
6. Re-set any circuit breakers in circuit breaker
7. Notify TC if circuit breakers do not stay ON.

Time - Bet•ween end of initiating dtimuli and beginning
self test again (or completion of Step 7

During Training: if circuit breakers do not stay on).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps perforned by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or completion of Step 7End of Training: if circuit breakers do not stay on).

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Computer performs self test.
. TC in notified if circuit breakers do not stay

On.

RZEftRNCZS

DEP 9-2350-255-10-11 p. 3-209 037.
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MkFVN•ZOJT Com .puter failure: Failure number 1 on computer control pan4
display.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Enter AMMO TEO (see Task IG) and re-run test.
2. If failure number 1 occurs again, enter all manual

"inputs (Task 10) and recharge computer battery
by leaving TURIUT POWER switch set to ON for
one hour.

MIASUR34ENT

Time - between end of Initiating stmuli and beginning
During Training: self test again.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and s&teps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
End of Training$ self test again.

Accuracy - As indicated byt
Computer performs self test.

REFERENC1(S

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-200 #38.
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11C: Cant.eaerfiue alr ~me ncmue ae

E ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Tell Driver to move tank to level ground if tilt is
more than 17 degrees left or right.

2. Connect any loose cables to cant sensor.
"3. Notify TC if none of the cables was loose.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if none of

Durin Training:t the tables va, loose).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above

and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of Initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if none ofEnd of Training: the cables was loose).

Accuracy - As Indicated by:
. Computer performs self test.
. TC is notified if circuit breakers do not stay

on.

EREFNCIS

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1 p. 3-21, #39.
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MALFUNCTION 16: Crosswind sensor failure: Failure ember 3 on computer control
panel display.

ACTION

Gunner will& 1. Connect any loose crosswind sansor cables.
2. Check crosswind sensor (see Task 10c).
3. Cover crosswind sensor during test if wind is Busting.
4. Notify TC if Wa4.lure still appears.

NMESURSDIENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
D n self test again (or notifying TC if failurer Taistill appears).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed b7 Gunnar.

Time - Between end of initialting stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if failureEnd of Training: still appears).

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Computer performs self test.
. TC is notified if failure still appears.

REF EREN4CES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-21, #40.
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MALFUNCTION #7: Lead (azimuth rate) failure: Failure number 4 on computer
control panel display.

ACTION

"Gunner will: 1. If n•unner's (TC's) power control handles were rotated
in azimuth during test, run self test again,

* keeping the power control handles centered.
2. Null 0P1 reticle drift (see Task 13, Step 9).

*3. Insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE - POWERED light is lit.
-. 4. Insure FIRE CONTROL MODS - NORMAL light is lit.

5. Notify TC if failure still. appears.

MEASUREMNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if failureDuring Training: still appears).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if failure

End of Training: still appears).

SAccuracy - As indicated by:
. Computer performs self test.
. TC is notified if failure still appears.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-21, #41; p. 3-18, #33.
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£,•M ., • Lft:8 Elevation rate failure: Vailiue number 3 on coMputer aontrbl
panel dJ~olay.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. If Gunner's (TC's) power control handles were rotated
in elevation during test, run self test again,
keeping the power control handles centered.

2. Null GPS reticle drift (see Task IB, Step 9).
3. Insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE - POWERED light is lit.
4. Insure FMR CONTROL MODE - NORMAL light is lit.
5. Notify TC if failure still appears.

MEASURNMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
During Training: self test aain (or notifying TC if failure

still appears).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above

and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
self test again (or notifying TC if failure

End of Training: still appears).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Computer performs self test.

. TC is notified if failure still appears.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-22, #42; p. 3-18, #33.
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"MALFUNCTION #9: Data link failure: Failure number 7 on computer control
panel.

"ACTION

Gunner willi 1. Move main sun at least 3 degrees away from maximum
,•, ~elevation or depression.

2. Insure GUN/TURRET DRIVE - POVUZ light is lit.
3. Insure FIRE CONTROL MODE - NOMAL light is lit.
4. If stabilization drift occurs with FIRE CONTROL NODE

sot to Z4UR (see Task 25, Step 8)9 notify TC.

MEASUREKENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli amn beginning
Dun Tself test again (or notifying TC if failure.. During Training8 8still #ppears).

Accur•cy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

S',• Time - Between end of initiatinS stimuli and beginning
End o Traiing:self test again (or notifying TC if failure

still appears).
* Accuracy - As indicated byi
* . Computer performs self test.

. TC is notified if failure still appears.

REFERENCES

"DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-22, 043; p. 3-18, 033.
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MALFUNCTION 010: Laser rangefinder failure: Failure number 8 on computer
panel display.

ACTION

"" ~Gunner will: 1. Set LRY RANGE switch to SAPE.
2. Turn TURRET POWIM switch OFF and back ON to reset

laser.
3. Notify TC if failure still appears.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
During Training:s self test again (or notifying TC if failureDi T nnstill appears).

Accuracy - As indicated by matcb between steps given above
and gteps performed by Gunner.

Timce - Between end of initiating stimuli and beginning
Ed of Trai self test again (or notifying TC if failure

n Talnu: still appears).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Computer performs self test.

. TC is notified if failure still appears.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-22, #44.
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MALFUNCTION ll: OPS poor or no reticle.

ACTION

Gunner will; 1. Adjust RETICLE knob on upper GPS panel.
2. Clean GPS window and lens.
3. Notify TC if GPS reticle cannot be lit.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimull and completion
of Step 2 (or Step 3 if GP8 reticle cannotDuring Training: be lit).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
of Step 2 (or Step 3 if GPS reticle cannot

End of Training: be lit).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

# GPS reticle clear.
. TC notified if GPS reticle cannot be lit.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-19, #35.
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"MALFUNCTION #12: GPS F symbol appears in GPS.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Set LRF RANGE switch to SAFE.
"2. Run computer manual self test (see Task 3C).

NOTE A: If it has a failure, auto test failure
symbols will stay on.

3. Re-set any circuit breakers in circuit breaker
panel on turret networks box (located in Loader's
station).

"4. Connect loose turret cable connections.
5. Clean crosawind sensor (see Task lOC) if, with wind

sensor covered, computer control panel CROSSWIND
value reads more than 3 mph.

6. Notify TC if TIS yellow FAULT light is ON.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and F symbol
not on in GPS (or TC notified if TIS yellowDuring Training: FAULT light is ON),

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and F symbol
ng not on in GP5 (or TC notified if TIS yellowEnd of Train : FAULT light is ON).

Accuracy - As indicated byl
.GPS r symbol does not appear in GPS.
. TC is notified if TIS yellow FAULT light is

ON.

S,.REFERENCES

;4 UEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-20, #36.
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.,ALFUNCTION #13: GAS poor or no reticle.

"ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Clear and clean front of GAS.
2. Adjust GAS focus (see Task 6B).
3. Adjust RETICLE knob on GAS panel.
4. Clean loes.
5. Notify TC if reticle cannot be adjusted.

MEASURSE1nT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and reticleadjusted (or TC notified I. reticle cannotDuring Training: be adjusted).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and reticle
End of Training: adjusted (or TC notified if reticle cannot

Acurcy-.sbe adjusted).
Accuracy -As indicated by:

. GAS reticle adjusted.

. TC notified if reticle cannot be adjusted.

RMERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-17, #29.
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MALFUNCTION #14; TIS does not work when THERMAL MODE switch turned from
.. STANDBY to ON.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn THERMAL MODE switch back to STANDBY then to
011 for 3 second@.

2. Turn THERMAL MODE switch back to ON.
3. Notify TC if TIB does not work.

*i• MASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of Step 2 (or Step 3 if TIS does not work).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between stops given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between'end of initiating stimuli and completion
End of Training; of Step 2 (or Step 3 if TIS does not work).

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. TIS works when THERMAL MODE switch turned

from STANDBY to ON.
. TC notified if TIS does not work.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-18, #31.
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KALFUNCTION 0151 TIS fault lights ON.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Notify TC if SU (electronics unit), or RCVR (receiver),
or both lights come ON.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and notifies-
During Training; tion of TC that one or both lights are on.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time- Between end of initiating stimuli and notifica-
End of Training: tion of TC that one or both lights are on.

Accuracy - TC is notified if EU, or RCVY, or both lights
come ON,

* ~REIUNCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-18, #32.
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4A
MA OTUM'lI 116 Laser rangefoinder Incorr~eo or 0o ra8e0

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Press RANGE button on uomputer control panel if
RANGE light is lit.

2. Set LRP RANGE switch to SfWE then back to either
ARM 18T RTN or ARM LAST RTN.

3o Re-net any circuit breaker& In circuit breaker
panel on turret networks box (located in Loader's
station).

4. Turn FlIR CONTROL MODE witch to IM or NORMAL.
5. Verify that CPS and TIS reticles are on same aiming

point.
6. Votify TC if laser rangefinder still incorrect or

no range.

MEASUROWET

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and laser
rangefinder'correct (or TC notified ifrangefinder incorrect or no range).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and laser
rangefinder correct (or TC notified if

End of Training: ranSefinder incorrect or no range).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Laser rangefinder correct.

. TC notified if laser rangefinder incorrect
or no range.

REFEREN4CES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 3-17 to 3-18, #30.
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MALFJUNCTION #17: Stabilization does not work.

ACTION

V Gunner will: 1. Notify TC if yellow POWERED light on Loader's panel
is not OI.

2. Tell Driver to pivot steer and run over a bump.
3. Perform computer manual self test (see Task 3C).
4. Notify TC if stabilization still does not work.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and stabili-
zation working (or TC notified ifDuring Training: stabilization still does not work).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given above
and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of Initiating stimuli and stabili-
sation vorking (or TC notified ifEnd of Trai~nings stabilization still does not work).

Accuracy - As indicated laya
. Stabilization works.
. TC notified if stabilization does not work.

REPERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-17, #28.
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a', ppner w$ll: Remove any material Jammed between turret 4•4
hull or in gun shield.

2. Operate manual traverse handle to make sure palm
.ever is fully released. (See Task 4A, Step 4).

S3. Notify TO if Gunnert's power control handles are
Inoperative.

4. Notify TC if malfunction still exists.

NKASURVNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
correction of the malfunction (or TC

During Training: notified if malfunction still exists).
Accuracy - At indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
correction of the malfunction (or TC

End of Training: notified if malfunction still exists).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

* Turret traverses, elevates, tracks smooth,
with no large inhibit delays.

. TC notified if malfunction still exists.

REP"RENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-18, #33.



MALFUNCTION #19.9 Zeroing error more than 0 5 ails.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Perform computer self test (See Task 3C).
"2. Boresight main Sun (See Module K).
3. Zero main gun (8Se Module L).
4. Notify TC if zeroing error s till more than 0.•3

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of Step 3 (or Step 4 if zeroing error

During Training: remains more then 0.5 mile).
Accuracy - An indicated by match between #taps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and comple-
tion of Step 3 (or Step 4 if zeroing error

End of Training: remains more than 0.5 •ile).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

* Zeroing error less than 0.5 ails.
. TC notified if zeroing error remaiuM more

than 0.5 Milo.

RPEINCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-241 #50.
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MALFUNCTION #20: Main Sun rounds do not hit targot.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Perform computer self test (See Task 3C).
2. Align muzzle reference sensor (See Task 9C).
3. Recall zero values entered in computer for each

ammunition type and compare with values
recorded in equipment maintenance folder on
V -Form 2408-10.

4. Enter recorded values for any amunition type

different than entered values.
5. Notify TC if unable to enter recorded zero

values.

MEASURENNT

Time - Between "nd of initiating stimuli and com-

pletion of Step 4 (or Step 5 if unable
During Training: to enter recorded zero values).

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and com-
pletion of Step 4 (or Step 5 if unable

End of Training: to enter recorded zero values).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

• Zero values entered in computer for each
ammunition type are same as values
recorded in equipment maintenance folder
on DA Form 2408-10.

. TC notified if unable to enter recorded
zero values.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-19, #34.
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MALMU•ZCTION #21: Main gun cannot be fired from power control handles.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Attempt to fire main gun using MANUAL FIRING device.
2. Notify TC if main gun fires.
3. Tell Loader to check firing pin, spring, and

firing contact breechblock components for damage,
dirt, or oil and replace damaged components and
clean dirty and oily ones.

4. Tell Loader to check for carbon buildup in firing

pin hole and clean carbon with reamer assembly.
5. Notify TC if main gun still cannot be fired from

power control handles.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and com-
pletion of Step 4 (or Step 5 if main gun

During Training: cannot be fired from power control handles).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and com-
pletion of Step 4 (or Step 5 if main gun

End of Training: cannot be fired from power control handles).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Main gun can be fired from power control
handles.

. TC notified if rnain gun cannot be fired
from power control handles.

REFERENCES
DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-24, #49.
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MALFUNCTION #22: Coaxial machineun does not fire.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Connect electrical lead to machinegun solenoid
if disconnected.

2. Attempt to fire machinegun from power control
handles (See Task 5J).

3. Attempt to fire machinegun using manual triggerp (See Task 5J).
4. Notify TC if machinegun fires using manual trigger

but not from power control handles.

MEASUJREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
firing of machinegun from power control
handles or firing machinegun using manual

During Training: trigger and notifying TC.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
firing of machinegun from power control
handles or firing machinegun using manual
trigger and notifying TC.

Accuracy As indicated by:
Machinegun fires from power control handles.

- TC notified if machinegun fires using
manual trigger but not from power control
handles.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 3-26, #56.



HODUP~ F. OPERATE POWER OOKTRO. HANIPJ

(OKDtTZOS/#TI4ULuJ6

Sysipa S;xtei Table F, Column 11F and, Module A completed.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Requirement to operate power control handles to
traverse turret, or elevate/depress main
Sun, or both.

ACTION

Gunner will:

1F. Traverse turret using power control handles.
2F. Elevate/depress main Sun using power control handles.
3F. Range to target using L27.
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TABLE F

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE F
WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

IF 2F

Computer control panel power
switch OFF OFF

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER TRIGGER

SAFE SAFE

"GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch POWERED POWERED

LRF RANGE switch SAFE SAFE

* Ballistic door handles OPEN OR OPEN OR
__CLOSED CLOSED
"Main Sun elevation travel lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON ON
VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch .1 ON

Domelight ON ON

FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL NORMAL
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TASK 1P: TRAVERSE TURRET USING POWER CONTROL HMES

CONDI TIONS/STINLUS

System State: Table F, Column 1F.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Tank Commancer tells Gunner to traverse turret 90%
in either direction and in opposite direction
until gun tube is centered over front deck, using
power control handles.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Grasp power control handles and squeeze
either or both power control handle palm
switches.

2. With palm switches squeezed, turn power control
handleb to traverse turret.

NOTE A: Turret traverses clockwise while
handles are turned clockwise of canter
position; turret traverses counter-
clockwise while handles are turned
counterclockwise of canter position.

NOTE B: Traversing speed increases as handles
are turned further and slows as
handles are turned toward center posi-
tion.

NOTE C: Releasing palm switches causes turret
to stop moving, When power control
handles are released, handles return
to center position.

MEAStrRE B

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
return of gun tube to center position

During Trainings over front deck.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and actions performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
return of gun tube Lo center position

End of Training: over front deck.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

Turret i, traversed at least 90%
either direction.

Turret is traversed opposiLe direc-
tio'n unltil gun is t•antered over
fr• i! ,deck.,

REFERENCES

DEL 9-2350-2.55-10-1; pp. 2-141 to 2-1.0,



TASK 27: ELEVATE AND DEPRESS MAIN GUN USING POMU CONTROL IANDLES

CONDITIONS/STLMULUS

System State: Table F, Column 2F.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Tank Commander tells Gunner to elevate maira gun
10" above saro elevations depress main gun 10*
below zero elevation, and return main gun to
zero elevation, using power control handles.

ACTION

Gunner viIa: 1. Grasp power control handles and squeeze either
or 6oth power control handle palm switches.

• 2. With palm switches squeezed, rotate power control
handles to elevate or depress main gun.

NOTE A: Main gun is elevated while power control
handles are rotated toward gunner; main
gun is depressed while handles are rota-
ted away from gunner.

NOTE Bs Rate of movement of main gun increases as
handles are rotated further and slows as
handles are rotated toward center posi-
tion.

NOTE C: Releasing palm switches causes main gun
to stop moving. When power control han-
dles are released, handles return to
center position.

MASUREMNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: return of gun tube to zero elevation.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and actions performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: return of gun tube to sero elevat"on,

Accuracy - An indicated byt
. Gun is elevated a minimum of 10* gbuve

zero elevation.
. Gun is depressed a minimum of 10" below

zero elevation.
. Gun is returmed to zero elevation.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-141 to 2-143.
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TASK 3F: RANGE TO TARGET USING LRF
7.o

CONDITIONS/STIXULI

System State: Table F, Column IF; target at 200-8000 meters.
Gunner Location: In Gunner'a station.

Initiating Stimuli: Requirement to range to target using LRF.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Prepare CPS (or TIS) for operation (see
Tasks 2B, 3B, 4B).

2. Set LRU RANGE switch to ARM LST RTN.
3. View through GPS eyepiece and lay GPS (or

TIS) reticle on target using power control
handles (seo Tasks iF, 27).

4. Press onesor both laser buttons and release.
5. If target is moving, keep reticle on target for

at least three seconds while tracking smoothly
for lead angle.

6. Check bottom of CPS view for: ready to fire
symbol, range in meters, multiple returns
bar, fault symbol

a. If ready to fire symbol appears, and
multiple returns bar does not appear
(or appears and range is valid), task
is completed.

b. If multiple returns bar appears and range
is not valid, range to target again; set
LRP RANGE switch to ARM 1ST RTN if necessary.

c. If valid range cannot be obtained, range
(estimated) must be input to computer
manually (see Task 2G), or indexed by TC.

NOTE A: If range in meters is flashing, main gun
hould not be fired because target is

out of range. (Loss than 200 meers or
more than 4000 motors).

NOTE B: If fault symbol appears, place LRF

RANGE in SAFE. Do not use Lltr until
cause io determined and corrected.

MEASUM T

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 6.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps givon
above tind steps performed by Guntir.
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End of Tranis: Tis - Between end of initiating stimulJi and
completion of Step 6.

Accuracy - As indicated by:

. GPS reticle laid on target.

. (if moving) Target tracked smoothly
for at least 3 seconds.

. Correct range entered into computer.

REFERNCE

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1. p. 2-143, pp. 2-115 to 2-119, p. F-6.
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MODULE G. MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA
INTO AL1LISTIC COICUTER

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table G, Column iG; andp Module A plus Task 3C
completed.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC provides new information for manual inputs

to ballistic computer.

ACTION

Gunner will:

1G. Manually input fire control data for manual parameters
into ballistic computer.

2G. Manually input fire control data for auto paramatera
into ballistic computer.

3G. Manually input fire control data for toggle input
parameters into ballistic computer.
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TABLE 0

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE G
WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE, BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

1G 2G

Computer control panel power
switch ON ON

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER MAIN OR
SAFE COAX

GUN/TURET DRIVE switch . POWERED
LRF RANGE switch SAFE SAFE
Ballistic door handles OPEN OR OPEN OR

CLOSED CLOSED

Main gun elevation travel lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED
Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON ON
VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON ON

Domelight ON ON

FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL NO1=1_
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TASK 1G: MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA FOR MANUAL
PARAMETERS INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

"System State: Table G, Column 1G; and, Module A plus Task 3C
"completed, and information for manual inputs
provided.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC provides new information for manual input to

ballistic computer.

ACTION
Gunner will: 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN or COAX, as required.

2. Turn AMMUNITION SELECT switch to appropriate ammuni-
tion type, if GUN SELECT switch is set to MAIN.

3. Press MANUAL INPUT key for appropriate
parameter,

ANMO TEMP
BARO PRESS
AIR TEMP
AHMO SUBDES
BR ADJUST
TUBE WEA

NOTE A: MANUAL INPUT key will light and
previously entered valve for the
parameter will display on computer
control panel..

4. Enter new value for the parameter on the
numeric keys.

NOTE B: The new value must be within the
"limits shown on inside of computer
panel door.

5a. If new value (displayed on computer control
panel) is not within l.imits, the MANUAL INPUT

* key will flash; if that happens3 press CLEAR
key and repeat Step 3.

or 5b. If new value (displayed on computer panel) is
correcL, press ENTER key.

NOTE C: Lighted MANUAL INPUT key and dLsplay
* will go out.

£ 6. Repeat procedure for each po,,.Ltion of AMAIJNI-
TION SELECT switch for /AMMC SUBDES and Bit ADJUST.

NOTE D: Input for AHMO SUBDES for each ammuni-
Lion type is given in chart 011 CoMPutLer

* control panel door.
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•lu. B - Retwee enad of initiatln smtimuli, and
PPM..eu ou oC atUtp 5 for the tU44
position of the AMOtITION SEI.CT

During Traini•g# switch.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and stepa performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 5 for the final
position of the AIOUNITION SELECT

End of Training: switch.
"Accuracy - As indicated by:

Correct manual input information for
each parameter appears on computer
control panel when recalled.

"REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-143 to 2-144.
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TASK 2G: MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA FOR AUTO
PARAMETERS INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

"System State: Table G, Column 2G; and, Module A plus Task 3C
completed, and information for manual entry into

Gn Lao nAUTO parameters.
-' Gunner Lcar~ou: InGunner s station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC provides manual data for entry into AUTO
parameters.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Press AUTO INPUT key for appropriate parameter.
CROSSWIND
CANT
LElAD
RANGE

NOTE A; AUTO INPUT key will light and previous
automatic data input value for the
parameter will display on computer
panel display.

2. Enter new value for parameter on the numeric
keys.

NOTE B: The new value must be within the
"limits shown on inside of computer
"panel door.

"3a. If new value (displayed on computer control panel)
is not within limits, the AUTO INPUT key will
flash; if that happens, press CLEAR key and
repeat Step 2.

or 3b. If new value entered (displayed on computer control
panel) is correct, press ENTER key.

NOTE C: If new value is within parameter limits,
display panel will go out. Auto input
key will stay lit, indicating that the
computer is not receiving automatic
"sensor data for the parameter, and is
operating on tho last manual input data.

4. Repeat proceuure ior each AUTO INPUT key.

NOTE D: To return to autornatic input for para-
meter, press lighted AUTO INPUT key.
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hMEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 4 for final AUTO

During Training: INPUT key.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

"above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 4 for final AUTO

End of Training: INPUT key.
Accuracy - Correct manual input information for

*" each AUTO INPUT parameter appears on
"computer control panel before ENTER
button is pressed.

REPERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-143 to 2-145.
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TASK 3G: MANUALLY INPUT FIRE CONTROL DATA FOR TOGGLE
INPUT PARMETERS INTO BALLISTIC COMPUTER

"CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table G, Column 1G; and, Module A plus Task 3C com-
pleted, and information for toggle input pro-
vided.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC provides data for entry into toggle input

parameters.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Set GUN SELECT switch set to MAIN or COAX,
as required.

2. Set AMKUNITION SELECT to appropriate ammunition
type...

3. Press toggle input key for appropriate para-
meter:

ZERO
BORESIGHT
MRS (set switch to IN)
MRS (set switch to IN) and BORESIGHT

NOTE A: Key will light and previously entered
value for the parameter will display
on computer control panel.

4. Move toggle to U (up), D (down), L (left) and/or
R (right) until display value reads the same
as desired entry value.

5. Press ENTER key.

NOTE B: Lighted toggle input key and display
will go out.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
completion of S~op 5 for tho final

During Training: joI [Lon of ilL) ANMIJNTTION •",....switch.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
completion of Step 5 for the final

End of Training: position of the AMMUNITION SELECT
nd fswitch..

Accuracy - As indicated by-
Correct data for each toggle input para-

tieter appears; on caonhpuLcr control
panel when recallcd.
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MODULE H. LAY ON TARGET GUNNER'S AUXILIARY SIGHT, (GAS)

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table H, and Gunner's station prepared for opera-
tion.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: CPS during target engagement failure.

ACTION

Gunner will:

1H. Lay on target using GAS.

1
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TABLE H

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE H
WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS iH

Computer control panel power
switch O _

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER SAFE

GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch gOWERED

LRY RANGE switch SAFE
Ballistic door handles .,, OPEN

Main Sun elevation travel
lok . .MUOCKED
Turret traverse lock, UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch. ON

Domeliaht ON

FIRE CONTROL MODE NORMAL

GAS POWER switch OFF
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TASK lH, LAY ON TARGET USING GAS

CNIONS!STn US

System States Table Ho and Gunner's station prepared for operation.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: GPS failure during target engagemmnt.

ACTION

Gunner willt 1. Set GAS POWER switch to ON.
2. Calculate or estimate range to target.
3. Select reticle using RITICCL switch.

a. For SABOT or EP aengagement, turn
RETICLE switch to SABOT/HEP
position.

b. For HEAT or APERS-T(BH) engalement,
turn RETICLE switch to HEAT
position.

Look into GAS eyepiece.
NOTE As If RETICLE switch is in SABOT/HEP

position, APPSDS and SM735 and HEP-T
and M393 legends appear above reticle.
If RETICLE switch is in HEAT posi-
tion, HEAT-T/SM456 legend appears
above reticle.

5. Move FILTER knob to IN to reduce Slave in field-
of-view if necessary.

6. Rotate focusing ring to obtain sharp image of
target if necessary.

NOTE BI On SABOT/HEP reticle, SABOT pattern
is upper, smaller reticle patterno
and SABOT range marks are to right
of pattern. HEP pattern is lower,
larger reticle pattern, and range
marks are to left of pattern.

7. Determine appropriate sighting point for range
and ammunition, at zero lead.

a. For SABOT, HEP, and HEAT, locate
sighting point on center vertical
line opposite appropriate range mark.

b. For APERS-T (BEi):
. Determine corrected sight range value

"in HEAT column of aiming data chart.
. Locate sighting point on center

vertical line of HEAT reticle
opposite appropriate (corrected)

Sterange mark.
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8. Apply lead for moving target by locating sighting
point to left of center vertical line for tar-
gets moving left to right, 'or locating eight-
ing point to right of center vertical line for
targets moving right to left.

NOTE C: Horizontal lines and dots on either
side of center vertical line, dividing
the pattern.into four equal columns,
are used to estimate lead when moving

-sighting point left or right.
K., 9. Aim gun, using manual turret and elevation con-

trols (see Task 4A, Step 4 and Task 31) to
move reticle sighting point to target aiming
point.

MEASUREUqNT

Time - Between initiating stimuli and completion
During Training: of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated,by match between steps
given above and steps performed
by Gunner.

Time - Between initicting stimuli and completion
End of Training: of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by:GAS reticle matches ammunition.
Sighting point for range and ammunition,

at zero lead ist
- On center vertical line opposite

appropriate range mark for
SABOT, HIP, or HEAT.

- On center vertical line of HEAT
reticle opposite appropriate
(corrected) range wark.,Lead for moving target is sighting point

located:
- Left of canter vertical line for

targets moving left to right.
- Right of center vertical line for

targets moving right to left.

REFERENCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-146 to 2-147.
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MODMEJIUiJ.. PR!ARBtAZ JU t EJ.Ai v.wuGUN AD
ENGAGE TARGETS WITH MAIN GUN (105M)

CODITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table 1, Column 11; Gunner's station prepared
for operation; before operations checks
completed; main gun loaded (according to TC
fire command); stationary and moving targets
at more than 200 meters.

Gunner Locationi In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulil TC issues command to perform prepare to fire checks.

ACTION

Gunner will:

.1. Prepare to fire main gun.
21. Engage targets with main gun - normal mode.
31. Engage targets with main gun - manual mode.
41. Perform main gun failure to fire procedure.
51. Engage targets with main Sun -emergency mode.
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TASK l1: PREPARE TO FIRE AN&Z GUN

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table I, Column 11; before-operations checks
completed.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to prepare to fire main gun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
2. Unlock main gun elevation travel lock (See

Task 4A, Step 4b) (See Task 1E).
3. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DXIVE switch

on Loader's panel to POWERED.

NOTE At ,Zf power control handles are
inoperative, GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch
should be set to MANUAL.

4. Insure PI11 CONTROL MODE switch is set to
NORMAL and light is lit.

NOTE Bt If stabilization system is inopera-
tive, FIRE CONTROL MODE switch should
be set to EMERI.

NOTE C1 If power control handles are inopera-
tive, FIRE CONTROL MODE switch should
be set to MANUAL.

5. Tell Loader to turn turret blower ON.
6. Turn GUN SELE, CT switch to MAIN and insure light

is lit.
7. Insure AMUfUNITION SELECT switch is set to APDS,

or as instructed by TC, and light is lit.

NOTE D: Perform Ste:ps 8 and 9 only if GPS
is operativo.

8. Place GPS into operation.
a. Open ballistic, DAYLIGHT doors.
b. Turn FL..R/CLLR/S•HiT swiLoh to FLTR or CLR,

as requLIred.
c. Move .INAGNIF.:,CATIOV lover to lOX.
d. Look through "PS uyupiiocu ix.md adjust focus

and brighLnt~as, as required (see Task 2B,
SLepli 7 nrid 1b).

9. Prepar•c TIS for operatLun (uuu Tasks 3B and 4B).

NOTE E" Tf dayllghlic channel -1.s to be used,
clon ••e i'I L• • d'UL• :ueaVe THERMAL MODE
in STANDBY, anrd turn FL'i:1/CLR/SHTR to
.12 ov GLI~i,



¾ I

10. Prepare GAS for operation (see Task 6B,
Steps 1, and Task liPi Sceps 3-6).

"11. Set LUP 1WGE 10 ARM LST RTN or ARM 1ST
•* RTN, as required.

MEASUREMENT

Tim - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingl completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between stope
given above and steps performed byS•: Gunner ,

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
* GU,,/TURRET DR•VE set to POWERED or
* 'MANUAL (light is lit), as required.
. Turret traverse unlocked.
. Main Sun elevation unlocked.
. Computer power set to ON.
, FIRE CONTROL MDR set to NORMAL or MR

or MANUAL (light is lit), as required.
. Turret blower ON.
,,GUN SELECT set to MAIN (light is lit).
. AM(14UNITION SELECT set to APDS or to

position given by TC (light is lit).
B Rallistic DAYLIGHT doors are open.
P GPS reticle adjusted for brightness.
C OPS focused.
"* THERMAL doors open (for TIS aiming).
Clear TIS reticle and symbols in picture

and no interference with thermal
might view.

* THERMAL MODE set to STANDBY.
GAS POWER set to ON.
GAS adjusted for brightness and focus.

* GAS RETICLE switch net as required.
LRY RANGE set to ARM LST RTN or ARM 1ST

RTN.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-190 to 2-191, pp. 2-115 to 2-119, 2-146 to
2-147.
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TASK 2T# YTRI MA$IN GUN ~.N0RWL MODE

i CONDITQNS ISTIMUILUS

O 5yetm Nt.•aw Table T, aO.pmwn 211 prepare ;a f$re check anji-
plep.d! t4rget, stationery or movinS, at more
than 200 meters; TC has laid for direction.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiatin& Stimuli: TC Issues fire command.

ACTION

Gunnee willt 1. Insure AMMNITION SELECT switch is set accordinS
to TC fire command and light is lit.

2. View through GPS eyepiece.
3. Grasp power control handles.
"4. Squeeze palm switches.
"5. Locate target announced by TC.
6. Announce "IDENTIFIED."

NOTE Ai If TC made initial lay for direction
with high rate of movement of turret
or main gun, allow turret/main gun to
stop, by holding power control handles
centered, before tracking or lasing.

7, Using power control handles, lay GPS reticle
on target aiming point:.

R8. Range to tarset (see Task 3F).
9. After Loader has announced "UP," announce

"ON THE WAY."
10. Wait at least one second, ox until TC announces

"FIRE," if fire command included "AT MY
COMMAND."

"11. Squeeze triggers on one or both power control
handles to fire main gun.

NOTE Bi If gun fails to fire, perform failure
to fire procedures (Task 41).

NOTE C: Release palm switches and re-engage
before laying on another target to
dump automatic lead.

* MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 6; between end

During Training: of Step 6 and completion of Step 11.
"Accuracy - As indicated by match between Steps given

4 above and steopi performed by Gunner.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 6; between end

End of Trainin&: of Step 6 and completion of Step 11.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

A M UNITION SELECT switch is set according
to TC fire command (light is lit).

. Gunner announced "ON THE WAY" before
firing.

"* First round hits target.

RlEF"RECES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-192 to 2-194; Appendix V.
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TASK 31: FIRE MAIN GUN - MANUAL MODE

CONDITIONS/STIMULI

System State: Table I, Column 31; prepare to fire checks
- -. completed; power control handles, or GPS or

both inoperative; target, stationary or moving
at more than 200 meters.

.... Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli TC issues fire command.

ACTION

A. GPS functional, but power control handles do not traverse turret
or elevate/depress main Sun.

Gunner will: 1. Insure AMKUNITION SELECT set according to TC
fire command (light is lit).

2. View through GPS eyepiece.
3. Crasp and squeeze manual traverse crank handle

and manual elcuation crank handle.

4. Locate target identified by TC.
5. Announce "IDENTIFIED."

NOTE A: If TC made initial lay for direction
with high rate of movement of turret/
main gun, allow turret/main gun to
stop before tracking or lasing.

6. Using manual traverse crank handle and manual
elevation crank handle, lay GPS reticle on tar-
"get aiming point.

a. Rotate traverse crank handle clockwise
to traverse to right, counterclockwise
to traverse to left.

b. Rotate elevation crank handle clockwise to
*0 elevate main gun, counterclockwise to depress

main gun.
7. Grasp and ,;qteneze power control handle palm

swi.t:h ,,iV I-i O:no hand.

NOTE B: Paii,, 3wLtch must be squeezed when
Si[J•v, wLth l'PS to InserL ballistic
of.lsuet I.to gun.

8. Range to Lnrgee (see, askl'. 3]')
9. After loader has annaouuced "UP," announce "ON

THE WAY. "
10. Wait L l.eantI onne scoid, or until TC announces

* '"FIRE J' IP,' c oimmutid inucltkled "'AT MY COMMAND."
11. bquez. .;;.. o manuai uloV.wi•tion crank handle

:;r ou " po'.). . I. ')A hMaLdlfa to tire main gun.

-* 1 l(
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NOTE Cs If main Sun f#4ls to fire,
perform failure to fire pro-
cedures (Task! 41).

"NOTE D: Release power control handle
palm switches and reengage be-
"fore laying on another target
to dump automatic lead.

* BI GPS not functional.

Gunner willt l. Insure A*WIITION SELECT set according to
•* TC fire command (light is lit).

2. Set GAS RETICLE switch according to TC fire
command (see Task 1H).

3. View through GAS eyepiece.
4. Grasp and squeeze manual traverse crank handle.
5. Locate target identified by TC.

NOTE A: If TC made initial lay for directio•
"with high rate of movement of turret'/.
main gun, allow turrvt/main gun to
stop before tracking or lasing.

6. Announce "IDENTIFIED."
7. Using manual traverse crank handle, lay GAS

reticle verticle line on target (see Task iH)
a. Rotate traverse crank handle clockwise

to traverse right, counterclockwise:to
"traverse left.

8. Ask TC for range.
9. Using manual elevation crank handle, lay

proper horizontal range mark of GAS reticle
on target (see Task IH).

10. If target is moving:

a. Move reticle to apply lead angle (see
Task 111).

b. Track target using mankual handles.
11. After loader has announced "UP", announce

"ON THE WAY."
12. Wait one second or until 'CC announces

"FIRE" if Jire cOmUitand included "AT MY
CO-IAND."

13. Squeeze trigger on manual. olc:vation crank
handle to fire maiLi gun.

NOTE B: Tff main gun fnil. Lao fire, perform
main gun CfailiuL t.,i fitre procedures
(aee Tai.;k 41)

MEASUREMENT

During Training: Time - Between end oL inJ Iitwftng utimuli and
coiiplf-ltiiul ol i p 10() ur Step 13
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Acctw y - *A tn4icasts Oiy u¢ch bWaen stps
o *veO ebve and steps perfarm0d by

TLm - Pepwooo end of 04p4$1tinx W l$w san d
opmpp1e~ot of Er1ep 11(4) or R ,sp 13

Ind of Tentng; (B).
Ac,4racy - As indicated bay:

. ANUITION SELECT is set according to
TC fire comund (light is Lit).

. (B) UAS RETICLE switch set according
to fire command.

•Announces "ON THE WAY" before firi•ng.
Fi7rst round hits target.

REFERENCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-195o pp. 2-146 to 2-1471 Appendix 7.



TASK 411 P3101O MAINI GUM PAILURI TO FlU PROCDURES

CONDITIONSLSTIMULUS

System Statet Table 1, Column 41; main Sun fails, to fire.
Gunner Location: In Gunnert: station*

Initiatine Stimuli: Main Sun fails to fires

ACTION

Gunner vills 1. Announce MISFUE/ON THE WAY.
2. Keep main Sun aimed on target through Step 10.
3. Try to fire using power control handle trigger

other than the one that was tried when the
misfire occurred.

NOTE A: If main Sun fires, task is completed.
If not continue with Step 4.

4 Announce MISFIRE.
5. Request TC attempt to fire using TC control

handle trigger.

NOTE B: If main Sun fires, task is completed.
If not, continue with Step 6.

6. Announce MISFIRE/ON THE WAY.
7. Try to fire using manual elevation crank handle

trigger.

VOTE C: If main Sun fires, task is completed.
If not, continue with Step 8.

8. Announce MISFIRE.
9. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.

10. Announce ON THE WAY.
11. Try to fire using MANUAL FIRING handle (blasting

machine) by turning handle clockwise vigorously
2-4 times.

NOTE D: If main gun fires, task is completed.
If not, continue with Step 12. (Second
time, contine with Step 16).

12. Announce MISFIRE.
13. Tell Loader to open breech manually, turn round

one half turn, and reload round into chamber.
14. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
15. Repeat Steps 2-11 one time.
16. If main gun does not fire, consider round faulty

and tell Loader to remove round from breech.

NOTE E: If gun is hot (water turns to steam or
sizzles when put on tube near chamber)
and rouns is not removed within one
minute of last misfire, leave round in
chamber. Have crew evacuate tank and
take cover for two hours before
removing round.
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17. After round is removed, check firing' circuits
(see Task 7C).

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
firing of main gun (Steps 3, 5, 7,
or 11, first or second time).

oro
Between end of initiating stimuli and

completion of Step 11 (second time)p
between end of Step 11 (second time)
and completion of Step 16, and between
and of Step 16 and completion of

During Training: Step 17.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
firing of main gun (Steps 3, 5, 7,
or 11, first or second time).

ror

Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 11 (second time),
between end of Step 11 (second time)
and completion of Step 16, and between
end of Step 16 and completion of

End of Training: Step 17.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Main gun is aimed at target when each
trigger is tried.

. MISFIRE announced when ever trigger
is tried and gun does not fire.

. ON THE WAY announced before trigger
tried.

* All triggers are tried before round
"4 is rotated.

. Round is rotated.

. All triggers are tried after round is
rotated.

I If gun does not fire, round is removed
from chamber within one minute after
last trigger tried; or if not within
one minute, crew leaves tank for two
hours.

Firing circuits tested after round is
removed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-25010-J.; pp. 2-149 to 2-150.
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TKeX $11 n A rMAIN MM SKI R - lflt' OMit

Sytsem Stqte: jable Is Column 211 prep4re to ftre aheeks
Pampleted; stabilization system not opera~tonsil
t4rget, stationary or moving, at more than
200 meters; TC has laid for direction.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli$ TC issures fire command.

ACTION

Gunner wills 1, Insure AMMUNITION SELECT switch set according
to TO fire command and light is lit.

2. View through GPS eyepiece.
"3. Grasp power control handles.
4. Squeeze palm switches.
5. Locate target announced by TO,
"6. Announce "IDENTIFIED".

NOTE As If TC made initial lay for direction
with high rate of movement of turret
or main gun, allow turret/main gun to
"stop before tracking or lasing.

7, Using power control handles, lay OPS reticle on
target aiming point.

NOTE Bt Automatic lead will not be inserted
into computer. Moving targets must
have lead applied manually using
the GPS.

8. Range to target (See Task 3F).
9. After Loader has announced "UP", announce

"ON THE WAY".
10. Wait at least one second, or until TC announces

"FIRE", if fire command included "AT MY
COMMAND".

11. Squeeze triggers on one or both power control
handles to fire main gun.

NOTE C: If gun fails to fire, perform failure
to fire procedures (Task 41).

MEASUREMENT

Time- Between end of initiating stimuli and
complction of Step; between end of

During Training: Step 6 nnd completion of Step 11.
* Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps perfurmed by
"Gunner.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 6; between end

End of Training: of Step 6 and completion of Stop 11.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

AMMUNITION SELECT switch is set
according to TC fire command (light
is lit).

* Gunner announced "ON THE WAY" before
firing.

* First round hits target.

REFERENCES

TM' 9-2350-255-101 p. 2-205.
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MODULE J. OP9ERATE COAXIAL MACHINEGUN (7,62MW)

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State; Table J, Coluwi 1W; coaxial machinegun cleared.
Gunner Locationt In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to remove coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will

1J. Remove coaxial machinegun.
23. Install coaxial machinegun.
3U. Load coaxial machinegun.
4J. Zero coaxial machineSun.
5J, Fire coaxial machinegun.
6J. Clear misfire in coaxial niachinegun.
73. Stop runaway firing of coaxial machinegun.
8J. Change barrel of coaxial machinegun.
9J. Clear coaxial machinegun.
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TASK 1J: REMOVE COAXIALH&CHINEGUN

System State: Table J, Column 1J; and, coaxial machinegun cleared.Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to remove coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will: I. Insure TURRET POWER switch is OFF.
2, Insure coax safety switch is on S.
3, Wear asbestos gloves if coax has bean fired

within past hour.
4. Insure GUN/TUPMET DRIVE in in MANUAL.
5. Unlock main gun elevation travel lock (see

Task 13).
6, Elevate iiin Sun using manual controls

(approximately 5 degrees above zero) so
hole in main gun mount for coax front
quick release pin is just above hydraulic
pressure gages

7. Pull quick release pin from mount#
a. Open smoke box doors.

9, Slide receiver to rear and lift carefully.

NOTE A: Rear adapters will come out ofmounting grooves, and barrel will
come out of smoke esclosure tube.

HEASUREMNT

Time - Between end uf initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by

Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 9.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
TURRET POWUR switch ic OFF.
Coax is removed undamaged.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-157.
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TASK 2J: INSTALL COAXIAL MACHINEGUN

CONDITIONS /STIHULUS

"System State: Table J, Column 2J; and, coaxial machinegun removed
and cleared.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to install coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Insure TURRET POWER switch is OFF,
2. Insure coax safety switch is on So
3. Wear asbestos mittens if Sun is hot.
4. Insert barrel muzzle into smoke enclosure

tubes
5. Push receiver forward into mount.
6. Slide rear adapters into groove of mount,
7. Push machinegun forward until forward

mounting hole is alignad with receiver
holes, and machinegun trigger is engaged
with roller on operating lever, with no
pressure on trigger,

8, Insure main gun is elevated (approximately
5 degrees above zero) so hole in main gun
mount for coax front quick release pin
is just above hydraulic pressure gage,

9. Push front quick release piu through holes
in mount and gun until pia locks in hole.

10. Close smoke box doors.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingi completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
givon abovre and steps performed by
Guruui'r.

Time Baciweari and of ini1t.iting stimuli and
End of Training: cIMpi.oti0n or" SIejp 10.

Accuracy - As :Lndfc.caued by:
T 1URRET'r POWER 8wiltch is OFF
.Coax iu inatalled uvidamaged,

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-151.
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TASK 3Us ýOAD COAXIAL MACHIN4UN

C02ID1TjON1/5TTfUL

Sjrstem States Table J, Column 3W; and, coax installed and cleared.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Ini.tiating StimulI: TO tells Gunner to load coaxial machinegun.

,c•,.,.ACTION

Gunner wills 1. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch n.
2...Loader's panel to EL UNCPL.
2, Tell Loader to insure MAIN GUN STATUS SAFI

light is lit (GUN SELECT switch is in
TRIGGER SAFE).

3, Link together 24 7,72mm ammunition belts.
"I,, 4. Load coax ready ammunition box according

to instructions on inside of box cover.
o5 Insure c6ox safety switch is on 5.

6, Pull edge of ammunition belt through chute or
left side of coax, with double link end
leading and open slot on links facing down.

7, Set coax safety switch on F.
8. Pull chavging handle to rear and return it

to normal position.
9. Set coax safety switch on S.

10, Open cover.
11, Raise feed tray.

,' 12, Look in chamber to make sure it is empty.

NOTE At If chamber is not empty, clear coax
(see Task 9J).

13, Lower feed tray.
14. Place belt in feed tray with first round

against cartridge stop.
15. Close cover.

ME3ASUREMENT

"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
"During Trainingi completion of Step 15.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

"Time - Between end of in:Ltinting stimuli and
End of Trainingi completion of Stop 15.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
GUN/TURRET DRIVZ is set to EL UNCPL.

. GUN SELECT swi'ch is in TRIGGER SAFE.
Coax s5nfety 8wLtch is on S.
Coax is loaded with double link end

of belt lending into coax and oper,
slots on links facing down.
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TASK 441 ZERO COAXIAL. IJACflTNOGUI

:- System State: Table J, Column 43; and, coaxial machinegun mounted
"aiid loaded, turret blower ON, a zero target at
"approximately 800 meters, tank on level terrain,
and vehicle log book with previous zero data
recorded on DA Form 2408-D.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to zero coaxial machinegun.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Tell Driver or TC to turn TRRET POWER ON.
"2. Tell Loader to unlock turret traverse lock.
3. Insure coax iL loaded with at least 50 rounds

ammunition (see Task 3J).
4. Turn GUN SELECT switch to COAX.
5. Set safety switch on coax to F.
6. Select stationary aiming point (zero target)

at approximately 800 meters.
7. Open DAYLIGHT ballistic doors.
8. Use power control handlas to lay GPS aiming

cross on furthest part of target aiming
point (see Tasks lF, 2F).

9. Set LRF RANGE switch to ARM LST RTN.
10. Turn computer control panel power switch to ON.
11. Range to target by pressing either or both

laser buttons on power control handles.
12. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.
13. Move GPS MAGNIFICATION lever to lOX.
14. Use power control handles to lay GPS aiming

cross on center of target aiming po.nt.
15. Fire a burst of 20-25 rounds (see Task 5J).

NOTE A: If reticle aiming cross is centered
on bullet strike area on target aiming
point, continue with Step 22. If not,
continue with Steps 16-23.

16. Without disturbing lay of Sun, push ZERO key
on computer panel.

NOTE B: Zero key will light.

17. While viewing through GPS, move RETICLE ADJUST
toggle switch on computer panel to U (up),
D (down), L (left) or R (right) as needed to
move GPS reticle aiming cross on to center
of bullet strike area.
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18. Record zero setting, displayed on computer
panel in equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-4.0.

"19. Push ENTER key on computer display.

NOTE C: Lighted zero key will go out.

NOTE D: To enter known zero setting without
firing coax, do Steps 4, 5, 11, 17,
18 and 20. In Step 18, move toggle
until display reading is same as known
zero setting.

20. Use power control handles to lay GPS aiming
cross on center of target aiming point.

"21. Fire a burst of 20-25 rounds.

"NOTE Et If reticle aiming cross is centered
on bullet strike area, coax is
zeroed. If not, repeat Steps 16
through 21.

22. Set coax'safety switch to S.
23. Set LRF UANGE switch to SAFE.

HEASUMENT

"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingt completion of Step 23.

Accuracy - Aa indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
"Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli
End of Training: and completion of Step 23.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Zero values entered in computer.
a Zero values recorded in equipment

maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

C OPS aiming cross is centered on bullet
* astrike area.

REFERENCES

DFP --2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-153 to 2-154; p. 2-145.6-
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TASK 5J: FIRE COAXIAL MACHINEGUN

CONDITIONS/ STIMULUS

System State: Table J, Column 5J; and, coax installed, loaded,
and zeroed target at 300-800 meters, turret blower ON.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: TC issues coax fire command.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Set safety switch on coax on F.
"2. Turn GUN SELECT switch to COAX.

NOTE A: If GPS is inoperative, continue
with Step 11,

3. Set LRF WNGE switch to ARM LST RTN,
4. View through GPS eyepiece and squeeze power

control palm switches.
5. When target is located, announce "IDENTIFIED."
6. Use power control handl. . to lay reticle aiming

cross on target (see .asks IF and 21).
"7. Range to target by pressing either or both

laser buttons on power control handles.
8. If target is moving, track target for at least

3 seconds.
9d When ready to fire symbol appears in GPS

view, announce "ON THE WAY."
10. When TC announces "FIRE," press firing trigger

on one or both power control handles (keeping
aiming cross on target).

NOTE B: Fire in 20-25 round bursts (4-5 tracers),
with 4-5 seconds between bursts. For
rapid fire, allow 2-3 seconds between
bursts. Coax will fire as long as
firing trIgger is pressed.

"NOTE C: Do Steps 11-17 only if GPS is
inoperaLive.

11. Turn GAS POWER to ON.
12. View through GAS eyepiece.
13. W1hen targejt 3.8 locitd nnuunce "'IDENTIFIED."
"14. Using raiigc given by TC anti m.vnual conLrolo,

lay GAS reticle on Lavget (see Task 1H and
Task 4A, Stops 4d and 4u).

""15. Announce "ON TEE WAY."
16. When TC anjince's "FVIE, " press trigger on

manual, uievnLion L.' J. haudl..

12 9i"
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NOTE D: (Repeat NOTS B).

17. To fire coax manually, press black rubber
section on rear of solenoid.

NOTE 3: If misfire occurs, see Task 6J.
If runaway firing occurs, see Task
7J. If barrel burns out (or every
10 minutes during sustained firing;
or every two minutes during rapid
firing).

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli
and completion of Step 10, Stop

During Training: 16, or Step 17.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
"-Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 10, Step 16.

End of Training: or Step 17.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

* At least 20-25 rounds are fired.
, Target is hit.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-235Or255-l0-1; p. 2-152; p. 1-8.
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TASK 6J:, CLEAR MISFIRE IN COAXIAL MACHINEGUN

CONDITIONS/STIMVLUS

System State: Table J, Column 6J; and, coax installed, loaded; has been
fired, target at 300-800 meters, turret blower ON,
misfire occurs.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Coaxial maci.•, agun misfires.

ACTION

Gunner will. 1. Pull charger handle to rear and return it
to normal position.

2. Try to fire coax (see Task 5J, Steps 10, 17,
and 18).

3. Pull charger handle to rear while listening
for cartridge to drop into spent case
container.

4. Return charger handle to normal position.

NOTE A: If cartridge did not drop into
spent came container, clear coax
(Task 9J) and continue with Step 12.
If cartridge dropped into spent
case container, continue with Step 5.

5. Set coax safety switch on S.
6. Open cover.
7. Remove ammunition.
B. Set coax safety switch on F.
9, Pull charger handle to rear and hold it there,

10. Squeeze manual trigger on bottom of coax,
11. Slowly return charging handle to normal

position, allowing bolt to go forward.
12. Load coax (Task 3J, Steps 9-15).
13. Continue firing (see Task 5J).

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 13,

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 13.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
Coaxial nachinegun fires.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-155.
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TASK 7J: STOP RUAWAY FIRING OF COAXIAL HACHINIGUN

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table J, Column 7J; and, coax installed, loaded;
target at 300-800 meters, turret blower ON,
runaway firing occurs.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli; Runaway firing of coax occurs.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. If near end of ammunition belt, let Sun fire
remaining rounds.

2. If not near end of ammunition belt, grab belt
and break belt by twisting firmly.

NOTS A: Keep hands clear of Sun when grabbing
belt..

3. If not able to grab belt:
a. Pull charging handle to rear and hold it

there.

NOTE B: Gun will stop firing.

b. Set coax safety switch on S.
a. Return charging handle to normal position.

4. Clear coax (see Task 9J).

NOTE Cs Do not reload coax; mend to organinational
maintenance for repair.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Stop 4.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Botweon and of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: complction of Stop 4.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Runaway firing ceases.
. Coax is cleared.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-156.
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TASK 83: CHANGE BAREL OF COAXIAL MACHZUGUN

CONDItIOS SSTIMULUS

System State: Table J, Column 8J; coax installed and loaded.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Coax has been fired for ten minutes (rapid fire,
every two minutes), or barrel burns out.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Set coax safety switch on F.
2. Pull charger handle to rear and return it

to normal.
3. Set coax safety switch on S.
4. Put on asbestos mittens.
5. Open smoke box door.
6. Push and hold barrel locking latch.
7. Turn barrel release to straight up position.
8. Release barrel unlocking latch.

NOTE At If cartridge is in chamber, stay
clear of muzzle.

9. Grasp barrel and push straight forward and
lift out.

10. Stow hot barrel on floor in channel between
main Sun and gunner's left knee guard.

11. Insert new barrel all the way into barrel
socket with barrel release straight up.

12. Move barrel release firmly to right until
barrel locking latch locks.

NOTE Bt Latch should lock after barrel release
is moved between 3 and 7 clicks. If
more than 7 or fewer than 3 clicks are
required, notify Tank
Commander.

13. Close smoke box doors.
14. Remove asbestos m:Lttens.

MEASUREMENT
Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

During Training: completion of Step 13.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.
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Timm - Beween aend of intiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Stop 13.', Accuracy A s i.ndicated byt

. Coax barrel is changed.

REFERENCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-11 p. 2-156.
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TASK 9J: CLEAR COAXIAL MACHINEGUN
1."

"CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table J, Column 9J; and, coax installed and loaded,
and fired less than 200 rounds past 2 minutes.

Gunner Locations Zn Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Completion of firing.

* ACTION

Gunner willi 1. Turn GtN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
2. Tell Loader to o6ve GUN/TURRET DR.ZV Y ,Ltah

to MANUAL or EL UNCPL,
3. Set coax safety switch on F.
4. Pull charger handle to rear and return it

to normal position,
5. Set coax safety switch on S.
6. Open cover.
7. Remove ammunition belt from fead tray,
8. Raise fod tray.
9. Check for cartridge in chamber.

10. Lower feed tray.
11. Close cover,
12. Set coax safety switch on F.
13. Pull charger handle to rear and hold it

there.
* 14. Pull coax manual trigger on underside of

"coax.
15. Slowly return chargsr handle to normal

position, allowing bolt to close.
""INOTE A i If Aere was no cartridge in

chamber (Step 9), coax is
cleared. If a cartridge was in
the chamber, continue with Step 16.

NOTE Bt If gun is hot (has fired 200 or
more rounds within past 2 minutes)
and conditions permit, wait 15
m:Lnutes before continuing with
Step 16,

.16. Pull :harger hand.le to rear, l.istening for
cartriLdge Lto i•a.i into spent case retainer.

17. Return charger handle to nomeral position.
18. Sut coax safety switch on S.

NOTE Cs Repeat Steps 6 and 8-15. If cartridge
Is stuck in ehamber, change barrel
and (ieu TM 9-1005-313-10),
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Time - Between end of initiatin8 stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step I8.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner,

"Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 18.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
* . Ammuunition belt removed from feed

tray.
No cartridge in chamber.

RIYERIN R

UDP 9-2350-255-lO-11 pp. 2483 to 2-184.
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MODULE K, BORSIGHT MAIN GUN

CONDITIONS!STIMULUS

System State: Table K, Column KI; and, tank positioned on level
ground, a boresight target at a range near
1200 meters, a muzzle borescope Inserted in
main mussle so that top and bottom witness
marks on gun muszle are aligned with marks
on boreecope, and eyepiece is on right of gun
tube.

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to boresight main Sun,

ACTION

Gunner willi

1K. Boresight Gunner's primary sight.
2K, BoresiSht muszle reference sensors
3K. Boresight thermal imaging system.
41, Boresight Gunnerls auxiliary sight.
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TABLE K

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE K
WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

_K___________ 2K 3K 4K
Computor control power switch ON ON ON ON

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER MAIN MAIN MAIN
SAVE

GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch POWERED POWERED POWERED POWERED

LRF RANGE switch SAYE SAPE SAFE SAFE
Ballistie door handles OPEN/ OPEN/ OPEN/ OPEN/

DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT
Main Sun elevation travel
lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON ON ON ON

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON ON ON ON
Domelihht ON ON ON ON
FIRE CONTROL MODE switch NORMAL ENER N NORMAL

THERMAL MODE swit-h STANDBY STANDBY STANDBY
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TASK IKI BoReSIGHT GUNNER'S PRIMARY SIGHT

CONDITIONS/STIHULUS

System States Table K, Column 1K; and, tank positioned on level
grnund, a boresight target at a range near 1200
meters, a muzzle borescope inserted in main gun
musale so that top and bottom witness marks on
Sun mussle are aliped with marks on borescope,
and eyepiece is on right of Sun tube.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's Station,
Initiating Stimulis TO tells Gunner to boresight main Sun.

ACTION

Gunner vills I. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
2. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMOR.
3. Move MAiNIrrCATION lever on 0P8 lower panel

to loX.
4a. Insert 1200 meters range into computer

(see Task 2G).
or 4b. Insert 1200 meters range by lasing on target

(mse Task 37).
NOTE At Lasing on target establishes range for

boresighting more accurately.

5. Press BORESIGHT key on computer control panel.
NOTE B1 Display will show last boresight

6 View through GPS eyepiece and lay borescope
reticle dot on clearly defined point on
boresight target by using manual traverse
and elevation controls and laying gun smoothly
on target from low to high and from left to
right. (See Task 4A, Step 4 and.Task 31).

NOTE Ct Do not overshoot and return.

7. Ramovo hnndM rrom powar control hnndlom.S, Vit, w ithrough 0'I'S eyotp:laeo and movo AHTICLE
ADJUST toggle switch as needed to lay OPS
reticle dot on same point as muzzle
borescupo in on (see Step 6),

NOTH D: Activation of RETICLE ADJUST toggle
will got MRS to zero. MRS bore-
sightingiuust be done after GPS
boreuighting.

9. Record boroighL vaalues from computer display
in equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

10. Press ENTER key on computer control panel to
utore GPS boresight dnta in computer.
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MEASUREMcENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 10,

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
C GPS reticle converges on sam aim

point as main gun.
C 0PS boresiSht data is stored in the

computers
* CP8 boresight data is logged into the

equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255,;10-1; pp, 2-158 to 2-160,
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TASK 2.s BORESIGHT MUZZLE R•ZERMC SE NSOR

CONDITIONS/STIMULJS

Syutem State: Table K, Column 2KI and, (see system state for
Task 1K).

"Gunner Location:* In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 1K is completed. This task should be done

iwediately after boresighting the GPS. Previvus
MRS boresight data was lost from computer during
GPS boreighting.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn FnR CONTOL MOD switch to NORmAL.
2. Press MRS key on computer control panel.

NOTA A: CAUTION - Do not press range buttons
on power control handles. MRS raticle
viii be damaged ii LRY is fired
"while MRS key is lit.

36 Press BORESIGHT key on computer control
panel.

4. Squeeze palm switches on pcmer control
handles and hold for about 3 seconds while
main gun goes to zero elevation.

S s. Release power control handles#
6. View through GPS eyepiece and move RETICLE

ADJUST toggle switch as needed to align
"red GPS reticle with black MRS reticle.

NOTE B5 When reticles are correctly
e ligned, they will appear as in
Figure 1.

l• S Reticle

0~

L"jGPS Reticle

Figure 1. Red GPS reticle correctly aligned
with black MRS reticle.

7. Record azimuth and elevation of MRS bordsigbt
displayed in mils in computer in equiipment
maintenance folder on DA Form 2408-10.

R. Press T'ER key on computer control panel to
store MRS boresight data in computer.
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MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of in.1tiating stimuli and
During Trainingt completion of,step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

'Time -Between end of initis. ing stimuli and
"E"nd of Training: completion of Step 8.

, Accuracy - As indiccted byt
, MRS reticle converges on. same aim

"point as GPS reticle and.main Sun.
SMP.S boresight data is stored in the

compute r.
*iM. S borej. ;..ght data io logged into the

equipaent •iantenance folder on
DA Form 24•08-i0.

"REFERENCES

"DEP 9-2350-255-10-lt pp. 2-160 to 2-161.
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TASK 3Kt DORESIGHT THRMAL IXAGO STST

CONDITIONS/STIKULUS

System State: Table K, Column 3K; and, (see system state for
Task 1K).Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli Task 2K is completed.

ACTION

"Gunner wills 1. Press BORESIGHT key on computer control
panel.

2. View through CPS eyepiece and lay ,GPS reticle
on same clearly defined point on bore-
sigh-ttarget as in Took 1K, Step 6.

*•! 3. Open THERMAL ballistic door handle (see Teak 2A,
Step la).

4. Turn FLTR/CLEAR/SHTR switch on OPS panel to
S1TR.

5. Zurn THERMAL NODS switch to ON.
. 6. View through GPS eyepiece and move TIS reticle

to the GPS boresight almina point using
, the TIS BORESIGHT AZ and EL knobs, as follawsa

a. Use COARSE knobs to place reticle as
close as possible; thano

b. Use FINE knobs to place reticle on aim
point.

7. Turn FLTR/CLEAR/SHTR switch on GPS panel to
"4 CLEAR.

8. Verify that GPS reticle is still on aim point
"(Step 2).

NOTE At If GPS reticle is not on aim point,
repeat Step 2.

9. Record TIS BORESIGHT knobs positions in
equipment maintenance folder on DA Form 2408-10.

10. Press ENTER key on computer control panel to
store TIS boresight data in computer.

11. Close THERMAL ballistic door handle.
12. Turn THE14MAL ODE switch to STANDBY.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: complet4on of Step 12.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.
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Time - etween and of Initiatisnj stimuli And
"End of Training: completion of S•ep 12.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
* TIS reticle converges on same aim

point as CPS and 14M reticles
and main gint.

. TIS boresight data ins stored in the
computer.

. TIB boresight data is logged into
the equipment maintenance folder
on DA Form 2408-10.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-162.

r
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TASK 4K1 iOUS.IORT GUNI2R'S AUXILIARY SMIGT

COND IToN S/STI U US

System State: Table K, Column 4K; and, (see system state for
Task 4K).

Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3K is completed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Set POWER switch on GAS panel to ON.
2. Turn GAS RITICLE switch to amunition type

used to mero main Sun.
3. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch

on Loader's panel to MANUAL.
4. View through GAS eyepiece and focus GAS reticle

on boresight target (see Task 6B, Steps 5,
6, 7, and 8).

5. Lay GAS reticle on saw clearly defined point on
boresight target as OPS was in Task ••, Step 6.

6. Turn AZ and EL boresight knobs to aiign GAS
reticle boresight cross with target aiming
point.

7. Rotate scales behind AZ and EL knobs so that
index markers point to 0 on each scale.

NOTE At Do not allow AZ and EL knobs to

S. View through GAS to verify GAS reticle is stillon aim point. '

NOTE B: If GAS reticle is not on aim point,
repeat Steps 6 and 7.

9. Record GAS boresight knob positions in equipment
maintenance folder on DA Form 2408-10.

10. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.
11, Set POWER switch on GAS panel to OFF.
12. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch

to POWERED.

MAINTENANCE

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 12.Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
Gunner.
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TA r - Between. and -o initatinag stimuli and

End of Traininas completion of Step 12.
Accuracy -As Indicated by:

. GAS reticle converges on same aim
point as GPS lMRS@ and TIS reticles.

. GAS boresight data is logged into
the equipment maintenance folder
on DA Form 2408-10.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-163.
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NODULE L. ZERO TANK MAZN GUN

CONDITIONS/STIXULUS

System States Table L, Column IL; and, tank positioned on level
ground, turret blower ON, information for
manual inputs provided, vehicle log book with
previous zero data recorded on DA Form 2408-10,
and a zero target at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station,
Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to zero tank main gun and confirm

zero for each ammunition type.

ACTION

Gunner willa

IL. Zero tank main sun.
2L. Confirm tank main Sun zero.

NOTEs

Confirm main Sun zero for ammunition zeroed before seroing each
remaining ammunition type; i.e.,

, Zero APDS, confirm APDB zero; then,
. Zero HEAT, confirm HEAT zero; then,
. Zero HEP, confirm HIP zero; then,
. Zero BH, aonf~rm BH zero.
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TABLE L

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE L

WHIN TASK PEFOWANCE BEGINS

POSITION OF CONTROLS

CONTROLS TASK

__ __ __ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ _IL 2L

Computer control panel power switch ON ON

GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER MAIN

-GUNTURET DRIVE switch. POWERED POWERED

LRP RANGE swltch SAVE airs
Ballistic door handles OPEN/ OPEN/

SDAYLIGHT DAYLIGHT

Main gun elovation travel look UNLOCKED UNLOC,,D
Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED UNLOCIED'
"TURRET POWER switch ON ON

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON ON
Domelight ON ON

FIRE CONTROL MODS switch NORMAL .
THERMAL CONTROL MODE switch STANDBY STANDBY.1
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TASK 1L: ZEMO TANK MAIN GUN

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System States Table L, Column ILI and, tank positioned on level
g ground, turret blower ON, information for manual
inputs provided, vehicle log book with previous
zero data recorded on DA Form 2408-10, and a

Gn Lzero target at a range near 1200 moters.
":Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to sero tank main gun for each type
of amunition,

ACTION

Gunner will: lo Turn GUN SELECT witch to MAIN,
2. Turn AhIUPITION SELECT switch to first ammuntion

"type to be seroed.

NOTE As The normal sequence is APDS, HEAT, IEP,

3. Turn FIRD CONTROL, ODE switch to ERM.
4. Press ZERO key on computer control panel.

NOTE St Computer display should read last
sere numbers (recorded on DA Form
2408-10 or 0.00 0,00). If neither
shows in display, use RETICLE ADJUST
toggle to set last zero numbers or
0.00 0.00,

S. Press ENTER key on computer control panel.
6. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NOIMLL,
"7. Enter manual inputs into the computer for

(see Task 1G)
AMMO TEMP
AIR TEMP
AN0O SUBDES

, TUBE WEAR
8. Move MAGNIFICATION lever to 1OX.
9, Range on zero target with laser rangefinder

(see Task 3F),
10. View through OPS eyepiece and lay GPS reticle

on center of zero target aiming point
with power control handles, using G pattern
(see Tasks 1F and 2F).

4 11. Refine lay on target using manual controls
(see Task 4A, Stoep 4 and Task 31).

12. Fire one round at the target.
13. Check MRS alignment (see Task 9C).
14, Repeat Steps 10-13 until five rounds have

been fired.
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15. Deterfine center of impact of five-round
shot group eithar by target measurement
"or by estimating through the eight.

"16. Re-lay GPS reticle on the aiming point using
power control handles (see Step 10).

* 17. Refine lay on target using manual controls
(see Step 11).

18. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to EMER.
19. Press ZERO key on computer control panels
20. View through OPS eyepiece and use RZTIMZL

ADJUST toggle witch to move reticle
aiming point to either measured or esti-

.. mated center of impact of five-round shot
"group (depending on method used in Step 15).

21. Record tero values in equipment maintenance
folder on DA Form 2406-10.

22. Press ENTER key on computer control panel
to enter zero data in computer.

NOTE Cs Confirm tank main gun zero for
ammunition zeroed (see Step 2)
before soroing each remaininS
ammunition type; i.e.,
. Zsr6 APDS, confirm APDS acroe then,
, Zero HEAT, confirm HEAT sero; then,
o Zero HEP, confirm HIP serol then,
* Zero BH, confirm BH zeros

MEASUMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training! completion of Step 22.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
E nd of Trainingi completion of Step 22.

Accuracy - Am indicated byt
* , Zero values entered in computer,

. Zero values recorded in equipment
maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

GPS reticle aiming point is on •Lther
measured or estimated center of
impaut of five-round shot group
(depending on method used in Step 15).

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-164 to 2-165.
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TASK Us: CONF1IRM~ TrANK MAIN GUN U

CONDITIONS/S TI14ULUS

System States Table L, Column 2L; and, tank positioned on level
ground, turret blower ON, selected ammunition
type zeroed, sero values entered in cnmputer
and recorded in equipment maintenanae foldet

* on DA Form 2408-10, and a zero target at a
mage near 1200 metars.

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task i14is completed.

ACTION

Gunner wills Is Turn FIRE CONTROL MODS switch to NORMAL.
2. View through CPS eyepi~ece and lay CPO reticle

on center of zero target aiming point with
power control handles using 0 pattorn
(see Tasks IF and 21).

3. Refine lay on target using manual controls
(see Task 4A, Step 4 and Task 31),

4sVire one round at a targets
5. Check MRS alignment'(see Task 9C),
6. Repeat Steps 2-5 until three rounds have been

fired.
7. Measure distance between center of impact of

the three-round shot group and the aiming
point.

a. If distance is + 0.25 mile (12 inches at
1200 meters) of the aiming point, main
Sun zero is confirmed; proceed to Step B.

b. If distanc.e is not + 0.25 mile (12 inches
at 1200 motors) -of the aiming point, firs
two additional rounde, determine the
center of impact (mean Task iL, Step 15)0
and repeat Steps 2-7.

S.8 Refer TIS to aiming point of OPS, as follows:
4 a. Open THERMAL ballistic door handle (see

Task 2A, Step lI&).
b. Turn to FLTR/CLEAR/SHTR switch on OPS panel

to SHTR.
ce Turn THERMAL. MODE switch to ON.
d,. View through OPS eyepiece and if TIS

reticle is not on GPS reticle aiming
point, adjust TIS BORESIOIIT knobs to
correct for error (see Task 3K, Step 6).

o. Record TTS BORUSIGIIT knobs position3i iti
equipment mnaintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

f. Fire one confirmation round.

NOTE As See Stop 7. (Measuire diatance between
confirmation round a-ad aiming point.)



g. Close THERMAL ballistic door handle.
h. Turn FLTR/CLUAR/SHTR switch on CPS panel

to SHTR.
i, Turn THERMAL MODE switch to STANDBY.

9. Refer GAS to aiming point of GPS, as followst
as Set POWER switch on GAS panel to O.
b, Turn GAS RETICLE switch to ammunition

type used to zero main gun,
c. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE

switch on Loader's panel to MANUAL.
-V. do View through GAS eyepiece and focus GAS

"retices on mero target (see Task 6B,
Steps 5S 6`' 7p and 8),

to If GAS reticle is not on some aiming
- point on iero target as 015 and TIS

reticles are on, turn AZ and EL
boresight knobs to correct for error,

f, Rotate scales behind AZ and IL knobs so
that index markers point to O on each
scale,

NOTE • i Do not allow AZ and EL knobs
to turn.

g. View through GAS to verify GAS reticle is
'". still on aiming pointe

"NOTE Ci If GAS reticle is not on aiming
pointi repeat Steps 9e and 9f,

h. Record GAS bozesight knob positions In
equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
"2408-10,

4 is Fire one confirmation round.
.q4

NOTE Di, See Step 7, (Measure distance between
conf Irmation round and aiming point.)

., Set POWER switch on GAS panel to OPP.
k. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURR3T DRIVE switch

to POWERED.
"10. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAFE.

*-W

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingt completion of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed hy
Gunner,:

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Trainingi c6mplation of Step 10.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Three confirminS rounds of ammunition

zeroed hit + 0.25 mils (12 Inches
at 1200 meters) of the aiwirg point.
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s T. S NORtSIGIT knob positions recorded
, in equipment maintenance folder on

DA Form 2408-10.
. TIr retiole referred to aiming point

of 015 so that TIS confirmation
round hits + 0.25 mile (12 inches
at 1200 meters) of the aimins point.

. GAS boresight knob pomitions recorded
in oquipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

. IA retisols referred to aimin8 point
of CPS so that GAS confirmation
round hits + 0.25 mile (12 inohes
at 1200 met7sr) of the aiMing point.

DiEP 9-2350-255-10-11 p. 2-166.

tO
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MODULE M. VERIFY TANK MAIN GUN ZERO
1 0.1

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table M, Column 1M; and, tank positioned on level
ground, turret blower ON, information for
manual inputs provided, vehicle log book with
previous zero data recorded on DA Form 2408-10,
and a zero target at a range near 1200 meters.

Gunner Aocationi In Gunner's station.
Initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to verify main gun zero for each

ismunition type seroed,

ACTION

Gunner wills

IM. Verify tank main sun zero.

I 
e
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TABLE M

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE M
.WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

-POSITION OF CONTRDLS

CONTROLS TASKl

Computer control janel power switch ON

, GUN SELECT switch TRIGGER

GUN/TURRET DRIVE switchPOED

LRF RANGE switch ._SAFE
Ba.llstic door handles OPENI

• .: . ' DAYLIGHT

- Main aun elevation travel lock UNLO•,
- Turret traverse lock UNLOCKED

"TURRET POWER switch ON
VEHICLE MASTER POWER 8witch ON

Domelisht ON

V.,, CONTROL MODE switch NoraAL

THERMAL CONTROL MODE switch STANDBY
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TASK IMs VERIFY TANK MAIN GUN SIMD

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table M, Column iM; and, tank positioned on level
ground, turret blower ON, information for
manual inputs provided, vehicle log book with
previous zero data recorded on DA Form 2408-10,
and a sero target at a range near 1200 maters,

Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.
InitiatingS timulit TC tells Gunner to verify main Sun zeos for each

asmunition type zeroed.

ACTION

Gunner will: 1. Turn GUN SELECT switch to MAIN.
2. Turn AHMUNITION SELECT switch to first atmnition

type to be zeroed.

NOTE At The norm&X sequence is APDS, HZAT, HEP,
BH.

3. Move FIRE CONTROL ,MODE switch to EMER.
4. Press ZERO key on computer control panel.

NOTE B: Computer display should read last
zero numbers (recorded on DA Form
2408-10 or 0.00 0.00). If neither
shows in display, use RhTICLE ADJUST
toggle to set last zero numbers or
0.00 O.OQ.O

5. Press ENTER key on computer control panel.
6. Turn FIRE CONTROL MODE switch to NORMAL.
7. Enter manual inputs into the computer for

(see Task 1G)t
.AMHO TEMP
•AIR TEMP
.AMMO SUBDES

. TUBE WEAR
8. Move MAGNIFICATION lever to 1OX.
9. RanUe on zero tnrget with l~aor rangefInder

(see Tnuk 3Y•).

10. View through GPS eyepiece and lay CPS reticle
on center of zero target aiming point
with power control handles, using G pattern
(see Tasks 1F and 2F).

11. Refine lay on target using manual controls
(see Task 4A, %tep 4 and Task 31).

12. Fire one round at the target.
13. Check MRS alignment (see Task 9C).
14. Repeat Steps 10-13 until three rounds have

been fired.
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15, Measure distance between center of, ipact of
the three-round shot group and the aiming
point.

a. If distance Is + 0.25 mile (12 inches at
1200 meters) of the aiming point, min
Sun setro is confirmed; proceed to Stop 0.

"be If distance is not + 0.25 m1il (12 inches
at 1200 moteors) o'f the a.ming point, fire
two additional rounds, determine the
center of impact (see Task IL, Stop 15)"s
and repeat Steps 2-7.

16. 1tafer Tno to aiming point of P08, as followst
ao Open TEIRMAL ballistic door handle (see

Task 2A, Stop la).
b. Turn FLTR/CLEI/SITR switch on CFO panel

to S1•R.
0. Turn THERMAL MODE witch to ON.
d. View through CPS eyepiece and if TIS

reticle is not on CPS reticle aiming
"point, adjust T/S BQRSZGHT knobs to
"correct for error (see Task 3K, Stop 6).

5 * Record TIS BO31OXCHT knobs positions in
equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.

le fire one confirmation round.
NOTE Ct Sea Step 15. (Measure distance between

confirmation round and aiming point).
S. Close THERMAL ballistic 'dor handle.
he Turn LTRt/CLHAR/SHTR switch on CPS pmne

to SHTR. I
1. Turn THERMAL -MODE switch to STANDIY.

17. Refer GAS to aiming point of 019, as follows:
a. Set POWER switch on GAS panel to ON.
b. Turn GAS RETICLE switch to amunition type

used to zero main gun.
c. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRRT DRIVE switch

on Loaderts panel to MANUAL.
d. View through GAS eyepiece and focus GAS

reticle on zero target (see Task 6B,
Steps 5, 6p 7, and 8).

a. If GAS roticlo is not on same aiming point
on zero target as CPS and TIS RETICLES
"are on, torn AZ to EL boresight knobs
to correcý for error.

"f. Rotate scales behind AZ to EL kIobs so
that index markers point to 0 on each
scale.

NOTE D: Doý not allow AZ and EL knobs to
"týrn.

g. View through-GAS to verify GAS reticle is
still on timing point.

NOTE E: If GAS reticle is not on aiming point,
repeat Steps 17e and 17f.

h. Record GAS boresight knob positions in
equipment maintenance folder on DA Form
2408-10.
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i. t ire one confirmation round.
"NOTE F: See Stop 15. (Measure distance between

"confirmation round and aiming point).

J. Set POWER switch on GAS panel to OFF.
k. Tell Loader to move GUN/TURRET DRIVE switch

to POWERZD.
18. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAP!.

MEASUREMENT

Tim - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainings completion of Step 18.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 18.Accuracy - As indicated byi

Three confirming rounds of amunition
zeroed hit + 0.25 mile (12 inches
at 1200 meters) of the aiming point.

TIS BORISIGHT knob positions recorded
in equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

* TIS reticle referred to aimin$ point
of CPS so that TIS confirmation

round hits + 0,25 mile (12 inches
at 1200 meters) of the aiming point.

• GAS boraoight knob positions recorded
in equipment maintenance folder on
DA Form 2408-10.

* GAS reticle referred to aiming point
of GPS so that GAS confirmation
round hits + 0.25 mils (12 inches
at 1200 meters) of the aiming point.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-166.
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* lDMOI N. POM WA AND $30=D IMWR'$S STAMON

CONDITIONS/STXIULUS

System Stateo Table X.
Gunner Locations In Gunner's staeion.

Initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to power down and secure Guer's
station.

ACTION

Gunner vi11 I

IN. Power down and secure Gunner's station.
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POITIZ2ON 07 CONTROLS'PO MO~t DULEI N
WI TASK P]ZlFOM)4AI•C, BlEGINS

CONTROLS POSITION 0OF CONTR•OLS

Computer control panel power
switch ON

GUN SELEICT switch MAIN

GUN/TU T DRIVE switch POWERED

LRY RANGE switch ARM LOT RTN

Main Sun elevation look ,,UNLOCKED

"i i f tI. . . . . ... .

Turret: traverse' lock , UNLOCKED

TURRET POWER switch ON

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON

Donalight ON

FIRE CONTROL MODO switch NORMAL

GPS Ballistic doorS OPEN

THchMAL MODE switch STANDBY
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TIAUK l11t 70113 DOWN AM SECURE GUZOZ' S STAIOTZN

$1DTo/STnMUS

System States Table N
Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to power down and secure Gunnerls
station.

ACTXOV
Gunner wills 1. Turn computer control panel power switch to

077.

2. Close computer control panel doors9
3. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGnR SAVE.
4. Tell Loader to place GU/TURRET DRIVE switoh

on Loader's panel on MAR"AL.
5. S.t LI? RAUGE switch to SAFE,
6. Close DAYLIGHT and THERMAL ballistic doors.
7, Look main Sun elevation travel look

(as* Task 4A, Step 4h).
S, Traverse turret so loader can move into turret

and lock turret traverse lock.
9. Turn THIEMAL MODE switch 077.

10. If all other personnel have exited tank, insure
TURRET POWER and VEHICLE MASTER POWER are
07.

11. Exit through loader's hatch#

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingi completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Computer panel power switch is OFF.
. GUN SELECT switch is set to TRIGGER SAFE.

GUN/TURRET DRIVE set to MANUAL.
LIF RANGE switch set to SAFE.
DAYLIGHT and THERMAL ballistic doors closed.
Main gun elevation and turret traverse

locked.
, THERMAL MODE switch set to OFF.

TURRET POWER is OFF.
. VEHICLE MASTER POWER •.s OFF.
. Gunner exits tank.
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DUP 9-2350-255-10-1 p. 2-167.
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"MODULE 0. PREPARE XAIX GUN MD COAX POR TRAVEL

CONDITZONS/STfl(ULUS

System State: Table P, Column IP.
Gunner Location: Zn Gunner's station.

initiating Stimulit TC tells Gunner to prepare weapons for travel.

Gunner vwill

10. Prepare main gun for travel,
20. Prepare coaxial machinesun for travel.

1,--

_ .

-,a

al
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TABLE 0

1POSITION Of CONTROLS FOR TASK8 IN NODUIE 0
WHEN TASK PERFORMANCE BEGINS

POSITION 01 CONTROL$

CONTROLS TASK

Compute: control pr I novmr switch
GUN BELECT switch MAIN__gr,__C____ TUGGRL JAYSII

RO/ITUPRGT sB• Witcch tSAIRD ub

Min Gun ElevatIMon Lock OMD L2OLD

:Turret Traverse Lock UNLOCKED IIOMD

STURRT POWER switch . I ON ON

VLHICLE MAlT&R POWR .. .. ..... . ON

Domal.Lht on
"FIRE CONTROL MDE switch MR" L .. S.

Coax manual saferZ switch .

""MAIN GUN STATUS lhght SAPS SAPS
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TASK 10: nZPAU MAIN GUN FOR TRAVEJL

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table 0, Column 101 main Sun cleared.
Gunner Locations In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: TC tells Gunner to prepare weapons for travel.

Gunner wills 1. Insure Loader has" cleared main sun.
2. Insure breach is closed.
So Znsure Loader has placed spent case ejection

guard in safe (forward) position (MAIN GUN
STATUS SAFE light is lit).

4. Lock main Sun elevation travel lock (see
Task 4A, Step 4h).

5. Turn GUN SELECT switch to TRIGGER SAF,

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and

During Training: completion of Step 5.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
Gunner

Time - Between end of iniating stimulus and
End of Trainingt compl.etion of Step 5S

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Main Sunielevation travel lock is

locked.
. GUN SELECT switch set to TRIGGER SAFE,

RIEFERENCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-11 p. 2-196.
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TASIK 20: PRIPAR COAXIAL MACHINW• Z FOR OP•RATZOI O

CONDITIONS/STI M US

System Stater Table 0, Column 20; coax cleared.
Gunner Location: In Gunner's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 10 completed.

ACTION~

Gunner will: 1. Insure coax is al2ared (see Task 9J).
2. Insure coax safety switch is set on Be
3. Remove a&munition fead belt from food chute

and stow in ready box.

Tim - Between end of initiating stimulus and
Durilg TrAinirsi completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by metch between steps
given above and steps performed by
Gunner.

Time - Between end of initiating stimulus and
End of Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Coax is cleared.
. Coax safety swltch set on 8
. Ammuni•ion stowed in ready box,

RUEERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-196.
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MODULE A. inimR 0036 WAD31S STATION 101 OPERATION

O0NDITIOPS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1A.
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare station for
operation.

ACTION

TC villa

IA. Operate Coumanderta hatch.
2A. Adjust TC seat and platform.
3A. Operate ±ntercounmunications equipment.
4A, Perform before operations maintenance checks and

services on Commander's station.
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TABLE A

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR TASKS IN MODULE A
WHEN TASK PflPORt)WICI BEGINS

POSITlON OF CONT0ILs
WN'IIDLB TASK

___ ___1A2 2A 3A 4

VEHICLE MASTER, PONU witch on ON on ON

TURRET POWIR switch ON ON ON ON

DomeliSht ON ON ON ON

Coiiander's hatch CLOSIED IOCTED FULL FULL
OP•I OPlN OPEN

1.
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TASK WA: OPERATE CaOANER'S HATCH

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 1A
TC Location: In Commader's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare station for
operation.

ACTION

TC vwil: NOTE A: The Commander's hatch must be in one
of three positions when tank is in
motion. The three positions are
CLOSED, PROTECTED OPEIN and FULL OPEN.

NOTE B: The Commander'. hatch can only be
operated from inside the turret.

NOTE C: All location references to the TCleft
or right are determined from the TC
weapon sight.

1. Raise hatch from CLOSED to PROTECTED OPEN
position.

a. Squceee release on top of operating handle.
bb. Turn handle counterclockwise to unlock

hatch.
"c. Push up on hatch until locking lever is in

protected open position.
d. Push up on rear of hatch to make sure that

T-handle is locked.
2. Raise hatch from PROTECTED OPEN to FULL OPEN

position.
a. Place right hand in center of hatch.
b. Grasp locking lever and push up while

pushing up on hatch.

NOTE D: Hatch will pivot to vertical locked
position.

c. Pull hatch at top edge to make sure hatch
Is locked in position.

3. Lower hatch to PROTECTED OPEN position.
a. Grasp operating handle with one hand and

locking lever with the other hand.
* b. Push up on locking lever to release lock.

c. Pull hatch down slowly with hand on operating
handle while guiding hatch over opening.

NOTE St Hatch will lock in protected open.

d. Push up and dowit on operating handle to make
sure hatch is locked in pnoition.
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4. Close hatch.
a. Grasp T-bar locking pin to right of TC with

one hand &ad push up on locking lever
with other hand to release lock.

b. Release hand from locking lever and grasp
operating handle.

* .c., Pull down on T-bar locking pin and operating
handle to lower hatch below protected
open position.

"d. Pull T-bar locking pin toward TC and pull
down on hatch.

e. Squeeze operating handle to depress release
on top of handle,

f. Turn handle clockwise to lock hatch closed.

,Tium - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 4f.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by TC.

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 4f.

Accuracy - As indicated by hatch being raised from
closed to protected open; protected
open to full open; and, lowered from
full open to protected open, protected
open to closed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-93 to 2-94.
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TASK 2A: ADJUST TC SEAT AND PLATI7R0

SCONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 2A.
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 1A is completed.

ACTION

TC will: 1. While sitting in TC seat, pull up on height
adjustment knob to release seat.

2. Adjust seat height to align eyes level with
* *commander's weapon sight by using body

weight to lower seat or removing body
weight to raise seat.

3. Move head to check view in OPS extension and
unity periscope.

NOTE A: Caliber .50 machinegun front and rear
sights should be seen.

4. Check for maximum viewing over caliber .50
machinegun by pushing down on seat pan and
seat back and standing on folded-down seat
back.

5. Readjust seat as necessary to permit use of
comnander's weapon sight, GPS extension,
and unity periscope with least amount of
head movement, and to permit maximum viewing
over caliber .50 machinegun.

NOTE B: Both platforms are adjusted for height
at the same time with one control knob.
When TC steps to main platform, seat
pan will flip up 90 degrees.

NOTE C: Commander's hatch must be in protected
open position before adjusting plat-
forms.

6. Stand on turret floor and pull platform height
control knob to the up position.

NOTE D: Knob is located above right edge of
main platform on post.

7. Position bottom platform by hand and let knob go.
8. Stand on bottom platform and look through opening

between hatch and unity periscope.
9. Readjust bottom platform as necessary so that

TC Is at eye level with sights of caliber .50
machinegun and has 360 degree field of vision,

4
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,. X10. Open Conmander's hatch to full open position (See
Task IA, Step 2)

11. Press intermediate platform down with toe of boot
so that when standing on the platform the
TC is "name tag high" to top opening of hatch
and power control handles are within reach.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - An indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
TC seat adjusted to permit use of

commander's weapon sight, GPS exten-
stion, and unit periscope with least
amount of head movment, and to per-
mit maximum viewing over caliber .50
machinegun.

. Bottom platform adjusted so that TC is
at eye leval with sights of caliber
.50 machinegun and has 360 degree
field of vision.

. Intermediate platform adjusted so that
when standing on the platforml the TC
is "name tag high" to top opening
of hatch and power control handles
are within reach.

RRFl NCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-94 to 2-95.
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TASK 3A: OPERATE INTERCOMMUNICATIONS EQUIPMENT

CONDITIONS /STIMULUS

System State: Table A, Column 3A; and, an operational radio inter-
communications system, Gunner and TC CVC helmets#
a predetermined frequency set on the radio.

TC Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimulit: Task 2A is completed.

ACTION

TC will: 1. Move PWR SW on frequency selector control to
LO or HI.

2. Turn CHAN SEL switch to sawe frequency as set
on the radio.

3. Put CVC helmet 014.
"4. Connect CVC cable to intercom control box.
5. Turn MONITOR switch to ALL.
6. Press remote intercom switch to talk to

Gunner.
7. Ralease switch to hear.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given
above and steps performed by TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As indicated by TC establishing coumni-
cations with Gunner.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-96.
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TASK A:P13105K 3310U-OPIRATIONS NAINTEMAHMCI WCKS AMW SIRVICKS ON
COMMIIAWU 8 STATION

CONDITIONS/STIMMULW:

System States Table A9 Column UA; and, an operational radio
Intercomunications system. Gunner and TC
CV olea a predetermined frequency set

on te raiogas mook WS2A1, TM 9-2350-235-
10-1p and DA form 2404.

TC Location: In Clommmnder's station.
Initiating Stimull. Task UA is completed.

Aim
TC viii: l. Verity that fire bottle pressure is above

minimum for the ambient-temperature (ass,
chart on bottles.)

2. Verify-that fire bottles are secure in mousts.
3. Clean all sensor lenses in Commander's station.

* 4, Operate Commander'sa hatch througb all positions
(See Task 1A) .

So Adjust Commander's seat and platforms (See
Taok 2A) .

6 * Check seat cushions for rips and tears.
7. Nave Commander's knoe guard from stowed posi-'

tion by lifting guard up and pivoting forward.
S. Check condition of Commander's knee guard.
9. Stow Commander's knee guard by pivoting guard to

rear into stowed position.

NOTE A: Commander's knee guard should be moved
from stowed position before main Sun
firing.

10. Check Commander's panel for operation of switches
and panel light operation (Sea Task 1B).

11. Operate intercommunications equipment (Sea Task 3A).
12, Clean finned area of ICY-57 Power Control Unit so

* that air can flow around unit.
13. Check Commander's gas particle filter equipment

as follows:
a. Take breakaway socket of air hose from

mount at right of Commander's seat.
b. Connect hose to cannister of protective mask.

NOTE B: GAS PARTICLE FILTER switch on Driver's
master panel must be ON.

c. Tell Loader to remove spring clip from air
intake.

4 do Turn air heater ON.
a. Regulate air temperature with air heater

control knob until comfortable air temp-
erature is reached.
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f. ]Usk and check operation of filtert hoset
and connector.

. Chheck microphone operation (See Task WA).
h. 'Unmask and turn air heater OFF.
1. Disconnect home from mask and connect break-

away socket to mount.
J. Stow protective mask.
k. Tell Loader to replace spring clip over air

intake opening.
14. List any uncorrected deficiencies on DA Form

2404.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 13 (or Step 14
nif uncorrected deficiencies are

During Trainnngt noted).
Accuracy - As indicated by match between stcps given

above and steps performed by TC.

Time - letween end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 13 (or Step 14
if uncorrected deficiencies arfe

End of Training: noted).
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. Deficiencies corrected or listed on
Operator portion of DA Form 2404.

RXIRENuCIS

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-45 to 2-47; pp. 2-109 to 2-110.
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?ID1JL B. PO=U UP CCSUAM18DR STATION

CONDITIONS/S TIMUUS

System State: Table B, Column 1B; and, Commander's Station
prepared for operation.

TC Locations In Coumander's station.
"Initiating Sti:moli Platoon leader tells TC to power up (omoender's

stations

TC wills

* 13. Test C•meander's panel lights and switches.
, 2B. Operate Commander's power control handle.

3B. Prepare OPS extension for operation.
"-I 43. Operate Coumander's weapon station in power mode.

53. Operate Commander's weapon station in manual mode.

4.1

4
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TABLE! B

POSITION 07 CONTROLS 701 TASKS IN NODULE B
WHEN TASK PERFOEWACE BEGINS

CONTROLS 1B 2B 3B 4B 53

VUIEW. M4ASTER POWER Witch ON ON ON ON ON

TURRET POWER switch ON ON ON ON ON

Domelight ON ON O ON ON

Cosmander'u hatchFUL PFLL 7:r
OPEN OPEN OPEN OPEN OPEN

POWER/MANUAL lever MNA O AULMNA OE

Main sun elevation travel
*look LOcCK0 UNLOCKIE JLO mJILO INLm

Turret traverse lock LM ILG NOMUL= =j
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TASK lBs TEST CO!!ANDI' S PAWEL LIGHTS AND SWITCHES

CON4DITIONS /STDMUUS

"System States Table B, Column 1B; and, Commander's station pre-
pared for operation.

N TC Locations In Commander's station.
, Initiatin8g Stiuli: Platoon Leader tells TC to power up Conmaner's

station,

ACTION

SC wills 1. Push PAIEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton on
Commander's panel.

2. Check that all lights on Commander's paneL
and Loader's panel are O1.

NOTE As Panel light controls on Commander's
"panel also control light on Loader's
"panel*

3. Release PANEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton.

NOTS Bs Do Steps 4 chrough 7 if any lights do
not light. If all lights light,
proceed to Step 7,

4. Replace lamps that do not light as followst
a. Unscrew and take off lens.
b, Pull lamp out of lens and throw lamp away.

NOTE C: Throw away any lens that is cracked.
c. Put new lamp into lens.
d. Screw new lamp and lens into housing.

"5. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 to verify that all lights
on Commander's panel and Loader's panel
"are one

6. Release PANEL LIGHTS TEST pushbutton.
7. Turn PANEL LIGHTS knob clockwise to make panel

lights brighter, counterclockwise to make
panel lights dimmer, as appropriate.

S. Verify that the following warning lights are
not lit:
. ENGINE FIRE
. CKT BKR OPEN
. FIRE CONTROL MALF
. LOW BAT CHG

9e Verify that GRENADES switch is in spring-loaded
SAFE position.

NOTE Di: Vehicle master power can be turned ON
and OFF from cither the Commander's
panel or the Driver's station. When
turned ON from either position, VEHICLE
MASTER POWER lights on both panels come
ON and VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch returns
to center when released.
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NOTE 3: Vehicle master power can also be turned
* ON by setting TURRET POWER switch to ON.

NOTE Ft Auxiliary hydraulic system will be on
when vehicle mu ter power is ON and
vehicle engine is not running.

NOTE G: Turret electrical power is turned ON
and 0O? by TURRET POWER switch. TURRET
POWER light comes ON when TURRET POWER
switch is set to ON and switch returns
to center when released.

NOTE H: Turret power goes OFF when VEhICLE
MASTER POWER switch is turned 071.

NOTE It BATTLI RNG pushbutton is used to enter
a fixed battlerange into the ballistic
computer. MANUAL RANGE ADD-DROP switch
is used to increase or decrease indexed
range.

10. If LOW BAT CHO indicator light comes ON when
using auxiliary hydraulic power, tell Driver
to start engine and set TACTICAL IDLB switch
to ON. (This will recharge batteries).

NOTE Ji Anytime sudden lose of hydraulic pres-
,; sure is detected, a large hydraulic

leak is found, or a loud high-pitched
squeal is heard, immediately set turret
power OF and tell Driver to shut down
engine.

11. If ENGINE FIRE warning light comes ON, check
with Driver for status of fire extinguisher
operation.

12. If FIRE CONTROL MALY light comes ON when TURRET
POWER swittch is set to ON, tell Gunner to
"set LRF RANGE switch to SAFE.

13. If FIRE CONTROL MALY light stays ON with LRF
RANGE switch in SAFE, tell Gunner to perform
computer self-test.

14. If CKT B1R OPEN light comes ON, tell Loader to
re-set tripped circuit breaker in turret
networks box and press LAW RESET button.

M*ASURMCNT

Time Between and of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingi completion of Step 14.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
TC.
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Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 14.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Comander's panel and Loader's panel

lights come on when PANEL LIGHTS
TEST pushbutton is pushed.

. PANEL LIGH*TS knob adjusted for panel
light illumination.

. Warning lights not lit.

. GRM4ADES switch in SAIL

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-96 to 2-98.
DIP 9-23W0-253-10-2; p. 2-20.
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"TASK 2M: OPERATE •LNANDERS'8 POWER CONTROL HANDLES

CONDLTION/STIMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 2B
TC Location: In Commander's Station

Initiating Stimuli: Task lB is completed.

•,.!•ACTION

"TC vill: NOTE At: Commander's power control handle
takes control away from Gunner's
handles when Commander's handle
"palm switch is depressed.

1. Grasp Commander's power control handle and
squeez palm switch.

2. With palm switch squeezed, traverse turret
right and left by moving handle to the
right then to the left.

NOTE B: Traversing speed increases as handle
is turned further and slows as
handle is turned toward center posi-
tion.

3, With palm switch squeez-d, elevate gun by
pulling back on handle and then depress
gun by pushing fo2ward on handle.

"NOTE C: Rate of movement of main gun increases
as handle is pulled/pushed further
and slows as handle is pulled/pushed
toward canter position.

NOTE Di Releasing palm switch causes turret
"end muain gun to stop moving. When

, power control handle is released,
"handle returns to center position.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end oF initiating stimuli and
During Trainingi complotLon of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by maLch between steps
S•.given above and steps performed by
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Tim - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
• Turret is traversed both right and

left.
Main gun is elevated.

* Main gun is depressed.

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-99.
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TASK 3B: PIMPARE GPS EXTENSION FOR OPERATION

CONITIOm/STmMULUS

System State: Table B, Column 3B; and, GPS prepared for
operation.

TC Location: In Commander's Station.
Initiating Stimulit Task 2B is completed.

ACTION

TC will: NOTE A: The GPS extension at the Comander's
Station is primarily controlled from
the Gunner's station. Control of
magnification; selection of day or
night sight, filters, laser rangse,
and thermal image are not available
at the Commander's station.

1. Adjust GPS extension browpad as follows:
a. Turn thumbscrew above browpad to the left

until browpad can be moved.
b. Pull browpad out of holding groove.
c. Slide browpad arm to right or left groove

(depending on whether right or left
eye is used to view through eyepiece).

d. Turn thumbscrew above browpad to the right
to lock browpad 'i place.

NOTE B: Browpad may be bent to fit contour
of CVC helmet.

2. Adjust focus in OPS extension by turning
diopter ring.

HEASUMMM•

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: complation of Step 2.

Acuracy l An indI.c1'tid by mnacIh betweon stops

g.iven ubove and ateps performed by
TC0.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 2.

Accuracy - As ind.Lcated by:
. Browpad adjusted for right or left

eye use.
. GPS extensLon focused.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-99; p. 2-11.2.
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TASK 4B: OPUA7 COWM 2R'S WEAPON STATION IN POWER MODE

CONDITIOVS/STINULUS

System States Table 5, Column 4B.
TC Location: In Comander's Station.

Initiating Stimuli: Task 3B is completed.

ACTION

TC willi 1. Move POWER/MANUAL lever to POWER.

NOTE A.: Mae sur•e that sea around Commander 's
weapon station is clear.

NOTE B: Do not traverse Commander's weapon
station when Loader's hatch is open.

2. Grasp Commander's weapon station power control
handle, squeeze palm switch and push thumb
control to right to traverse right and left
to traverse left.

NOTE C: Traverse speed increases as prassure
is applied to thumb control; speed
decreases as pressure is removed
from thumb control.

3. Turn elevation crank handle clockwise to elevate
Commander's weapon; counterclockwise to
depress weapon.

"4. Release thtumb control to lock Commander's wee-
pon in azimuth.

5. Pull knob on elevation crank handle out and
turn 1/2 turn to lock Commander's weapon
in elevation; reverse to unlock weapon.

6. For open hatch power operation of the Comander's
weapon station:
a. Open hatch (See Task 1A).
b. Move spring-loaded inteimmdiate plat-

form down to position for standing.
c. Remove Commander's weapon station power

control handle frotit mounting and
place in mount on outside of Command-
er'a weapon station,

MFASUREMfNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainings completion of Step 6.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and, steps performed by
TC.
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Time - Between end of initiating Stimuli and
End of Trainingt completion of Step 6.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Cosmander's weapon station traverses

both left and right in power mode.
o Commander'a weapon is elevated and

depressed.
* Commder's weapon is locked and

unlocked in both azimuth and
elevation.

unumas

DZP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-100 to 2-101.
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TASK 53: OPERATE CMOSMIDES WEAPON STATION IN MANUAL M U

*oN, ON,/s, ,ULus

System State: Table B, Colum 5B
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Commander's weapon station power mode fails.

ACTN_

TC wills NOTE As Manual operation is provided as a
backup if the power mode fails.

1. Move POWIR/MANUL liver to MANUAL.
2. Adjust Commander's seat and platform (See

Task 2A).
3. Grasp manual traverse rins and move to the

right or left to traverse Commander's
weapon station to right or left.

XA4SURLMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingi completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
TC.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Commander's weapon station traverses

both left and right in manual
mode.

REFERENCES

DRP 9-2350-255-10-11 p, 2-101,
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MODULE C. OPERATE COMMANDER'S MACHINEGUN (CALIBER .50)

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column 1C; Commander's machinegun loaded.
Commander Location: In Commander's station.
lnitiating Stimulis As described for each task.

ACTION

Commander will do the following tasks:

IC. Clear Commander's machinegun.
2C. Remove Conmander's machinegun.
3C. Install Commander's machinegun.
4C. Boresight Coumander's machinegun.
5C. Check and adjust headspace on Commander's machinegun.
6C. Check and adjust timing on Commander's machinegun.
7C. Load Commander's machinegun.
8C. Zero Commander's machinegun.
9C. Clear misfire in Commanderts machinegun.

10C. Prepare Commander's machinegun for travel.
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"TASK MC: CLEAR CONkANDER' S MACHINSGUN

[CONDZTXO STUMULUS

System States Table C, Column 1C; Commander'u machinegun loaded.
Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Completion of firing, or requirement to boresight,

or remove Commander's machinegun.

ACTION

Commander will: 1. Insure machinegun is cooled before clearing.
2. Set machinegun safety switch to SAnP.
3. Raise cover.
4. Lift extractor from ammunition belto
5. Remove belt from receiver.
6. Stow belt in container.
7. Set machinagun safety switch to MSU.
8. Pull charger handle to rear and hold it there.
9. Insure that there is no round in chamber or

T-slot of bolt.
10. Allow charger handle to go forward.
11. Close cover.
12. Press butterfly trigger.
13. Set machinegun safety switch to SAYE.

NISU

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During TraininSg completion of Step 13.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Comiander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli aud
End of Training: completion of Step 13.

. Accuracy - As indicated by:
.Belt is removed from receiver,
. No round is in chamber or T-slot of

bolt.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-104.
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TASK 2C: IUR4OWV C0O Kait*8 AC~HINhON

MalTIONLOSTIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column 2C; Comander'e machinegun cleared.
Comiander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Securing station.

ACTION

Cosmander wiill: 1. Insure machinegun safety switch to set to SAn.
2. Insure machinegun is cleared (see Task 1C).
3. If machinegun is hot (has been fired within

the past hour) put on asbestos gloves.
4. Pull charger handle to rear until barrel locking

spring lug is centered in hole on right side
of receiver (3/8 inch) and hold it there.

NOTE A: Charger handle may be held in this
position by raising cover and Inserting
a spent link between trunnion and bolt.
Remove link, allow charger handle to
go forward, and close cover at Step 6.

5. Unscrew barrel and pull barrel from receiver.
6. Allow charger handle to So forward.
7. Stow barrel as required.

S8. Pull spring-loaded rear mounting pin from mount.
"9. Push receiver forward and up to disengage front

mounting adapter from slots.
10. Lift receiver from mount.
11. Remove front mounting adapter from pintle mount

hole on receiver.

MZASURDENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and seLops performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Machinegun safety switch is set to SAFE.
. Barrel is removed from receiver.
. Machinegun receiver is removed from

mount.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-253-10-1; p. 2-107.
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TASK 3C: INSTALL COHMADER 'S MACHINUGUN

CONDITIONS/STfULU5

System State: Table Cp Column 3C; Commander's machinegun cleared
and removed.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare tank weapons

system for a tactical mission. /

"ACTION
/

.nComander will: 1. Insure machinagun is cleared (Task 1C).
2. Insure machinegun safety switch is set to SAFI.
"3. Insert front adapter into pintle mount holes

'll on receiver.

4. Monunt receiver into weapon mount by eliding
front adaptor into #lot on mount.

5. Retract spring-loaded rear mounting pin.
6s Line-up rear receiver holes with mount holes.
7. Insert roar mounting pin into mount holes and

receiver holes.
S. Pull charger handle to rear until barrel locking

spring lug in centered in hole on right side
of receiver (3/8 inch) and hold it there.

NOTE At Charger handle may be hold in this
position by raising cover and inserting
a spent link between trunnion and bolt.
Remove link, allow charger handle to
go forward, and close cover at Step 11.

9. Screw barrel into receiver until fully seated
in barrel extension.

10. Allow charger handle to go forward.
11. Check headspace and timing (see Tasks 5C and 6C).

MEASU. MNT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

During Trainingt completion of Step 11.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above And steps performed by
Commander.

Time -, Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Traininsg completion of Step 11,

Accuracy - As indicatad by:
. Front adapters In receiver are in slot

on mount.
. Rear mounting pin iu inserted in mount

and receiver.
. Barrel is firmly seated in barrel

extension.
SHeadspace and timing are adjusted.
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"TASK 4C: BOUSIGHT COM0MNDER'S MACHUINENG

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

"System State: Table C, Column 4C; machinegun installed and cleared;
tank on level ground; target with 90' corner at
about 500 meters.

Commander Location: In Conmander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare tank weapons

systems for a tactical mission.

7 ,ACTION

Comander wills 1. Insure bolt is forward.
a. Pull charger handle to rear and hold it there.
b. Press butterfly trigger.
"c. Allow charger handle to go forward.

2. Pull out on latch and up on lock on back of
receiver.

3. Slida backplate up and off of receiver.
4. Remove driving spring rod from receiver by pushing

rod forward and to left# then pulling rod out,
"5. Pull charger handle to rear until bolt pin lines

up with removing hole.
"6. Pull bolt pin out of receiver.
7. Allow charger handle to go forward.
"8. Remove bolt from receiver.

a. Open cover,
b. Push bolt to rear.
c. Pull bolt from receiver.
d. Close cover.

9. While sighting through bore of barrel, aim
machinegun at target using manual controls
"(sea Task 5B).

NOTE A: Right eyepiece of binocular may be used
as an aid in sighting through bore of
barrel.

• NOTE B: Do not move machinegun or weapon station
duing Stops 10-16.

"10. Look through weapon sight.
11. Loosen lockscrew above azimuth adjustment screw.
"12. Turn azimuth adjustment screw to align vertical

* boresight line with vertical line of target.
13. Tighten lockecrew above azimuth adjustment screw.
14. Loosen lockscrew by elevation adjustment screw.
15. Turn elevation adjustment screw to align hori-

zontal boresight line with horizontal line
of target.

* 16. Tighten lockscrew by elevation adjustment screw.

NOTE C: If reticle does not align with target,
notify organizational maintenance.
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17. Push bolt into receiver until bolt pin hole
lines sip with removing hole.

1.8. Insert bolt pin Into removing hole.
19. Insert drivina spring rod forward and to right

until rod locks In place.
20. Slide backplate down on to receiver until

locked in place.
21. Check hoeadspace and timing (see Tasks 5C and 6C).

Tim. - Between end of laitiating stimuli and
During Trainingi completion of Step 21.

Accuracy - As Indicatea4 by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Tins - Between end of initiating stimuli and
Iad of Training: completion of Step 21.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Vertical and horiszntal lines of bort-

sig•h reticle are aligned with target.
. Bolt is in machineun.
. Driving spring rod is In machineaun•
. Backplats is locked on machinesun.
. Hesadpace and timng t*8 eadjusted.

DZP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-105 through 2-106.
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TASK 5C: m AnD ADJUST wDwAPACK ON coSAD NAWINUGUN

CONDITIONS/STINULU

System State: Table C, Column 5C; machinegun cleared; headspace
and timing gags.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 3C or 4C completed.

"Commander wills 1. Insure machinegun is cleared (see Task 1C).

2. Insure machinegun safety switch is set to SAFE.

3. Raise cover.

4. Pull charger handle to rear until barrel locking
spring lug is centered in hold in right side
"plate (about 3/8 Inch) and hold it there.

NOTE A: Charger handle may be held in this
"position by raising cover and inserting
a spent link between trunnion and bolt.
Remove link, allow charger handle to

go forward, an6 close cover at Step 7.

5. Screw barrel all the way into barrel extension.
6. Unscrew barrel two notches (clicks).
7. Allow charger handle to go forward.
S. Check barrel for rotation by attempting to turn

barrel--barrel should not turn in either
direction.

NOTE B: If barrel turns, inspect barrel notches
and barrel locking spring for damage.
Replace barrel or report defective
barrel locking spring to organizational
maintenance.

9. Pull charger handle fully to rear.
10. Slowly allow charger to go forward.
11. Pull charger handle to rear tuntil barrel extension

is 1/16 inch from trunnion and hold it there.
12. Raise extractor.
13. Insert GO end of headspace gage in T-slot

(between face of bolt and end of barrel) up
to ring on gage.

14. Attempt to inwert NO GO end of gage into T-slot.
15. Remove gage.
16. AJ.low charger handle to go forward.

NOTE Ct If GO end of gage enters T-slot up to ring,
and NO GO end of gage does not enter T-slot,
headspace is correct. Continue with Step 19.
If GO end of gage does not enter T-slot up
to ring, headapace is too tight. Continue
with Step 17.
If NO GO end of gage enters T-slot, head-
space is too loose. Continue with Step 18.
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17. Loosen headspace as follows:
a. Pull charger handle to rear until barrel

locking spring lug is centered in hole
in right side plate (3/8 inch) and
hold it there.

b. Unscrew barrel one notch.

NOTZ D: Do not unscrew barrel more than five
notches beyond first setting of two
notches in Step 6 (total of seven
notches from when barrel is all the
way screwed in). If headepace is
still too tight, notify organisational
maintenance.

c. Repeat Steps 10 through 16 and NOTE C.
18. Tighten headepace as follows:

a. Pull charger handle to rear until barrel
locking spring lug is centered in hole
in right side plate (3/8 inch) and hold
it there.

b. Screw barrel in one notch.
c. Repeat Steps 10 through 16 and NOTE C.

MOTE 3: If headepace cannot be adjusted (GO end of

gage enters T-slot up to ring, NO GO end of
gage does not enter T-slot) following pro-
cedures above, check barrel notches and
replace barrcl if necessary, or notify
organizational maintenance.

19. When headspace is correct, check and adjust
timing (see Task 6C).

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 19.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - etween and of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 19.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. Machinegun is cleared.

6 . Machinegun safety switch is set to SAFE.
. GO end of gage enters T-slot up to ring,

NO GO end of gage does not enter T-slot.
.Barrel is not unscrewed more than seven

noLches.

REFMENCES

Supplemental Headspace and Timing Procedure to TM 9-1005-213-10; pp. 2-3.
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TASK 6C: CHECK AND ADJU8T TIMING ON COMMADER' S MACHIINEGUN

cONDITIONS/STIsMULUS

System State: Table C, Column 6C; machinegun cleared and headspace
correct; headepace and timing gage.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Task 5C completed.

ACTION

Comaander willt 1. Insure machinagun is cleared (see Task 1C).
2. Insure machinegun safety switch Ls set to SAM,
3. Check headspace (see Task 5C).
4. Pull charger handle fully to rear.
5. Slowly allow charger handle to go forward.
6. Pull charger to rear until barrel extension is

1/16 inch from trunnion and hold it therem
7. Insert NO FIRE end of timing gage between

barrel extension and trunnion, with bevel
against barrel notches.

8. Slowly allow charger handle to go forward.
9. Press butterfly trigger.

10. Pull charger handle to rear enough to remove
timing gage and hold it there.

11. Remove timing gage.

NOTE A: If machinegun does not fire in Step 9,
continue with Step 12.
If machinegun fires in Step 9, timing
is early. Continue with Step 17.

12. Insert FIRE end of timing gage between barrel
extension and trunnion, with bevel against
barrel notches.

13. Slowly allow charger handle to go forward.
14. Press butterfly trigger.
15. Pull charger handle to rear enough to remove

tinting gage and hold it there.
16. Remove timing gage.

NOTE 13: I tfuichinegun fires in Step 14, timing
is clorrect. Continue with Step 34.
If MacJltlneFur does not fire in Step 14,
timing in late. Continue wi'h Step 17.

17. Pull charger handle fully to rear.
18. Slowly allov charger "handle to go forward.
19. Remove 1hackpl..te (,cCe Ta's•k 4C, Steps 2-3).
20. Screw tinuitng drjutimettnt nut all I:he way down

(to the left, c.lockwise).
21. Pull charger hiandle to r•air until barrel extension

is 1/16 iuch firoin trunnion and hold it there.
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22. Insert fTR end of tmingn gage between barrelS~extension and trunnion, with bevel against

barrel notches.
23. Push up on rear of trigger bar.

NOTE C: If machinegun fires, notify organisational
maintenance,

24. Screw timing adjustment nut up (to the rights
couiterclockwise) one notch.

25. Push up on rear of trigger bar.
CT Ds If machinegun fires, continue with

Stop 26.

f machinegun does not fire, repeat
steps 24 and 25 until machinegun fires,
then continue with Stop 26.

26. Screw timing adjustment nut up (to the right,
counterclockwise) two notches.

27. Full charger handle to rear enough to reomoe
timing gage and hold it there.

28. Rwaove timing gage.
29. Allow charger handle to go forward.
30. Slide backplate down on to receiver until looked

In place.

31. Pull charger handle fully to rear.
32. Slowly allow charger handle to go forward.
33. Repeat Steps 6 through 16 two times.
34. Close cover.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainingt completion of Step 34.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

End of Trainins: completion of Step 34.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

.Machinegun is clear.
. Machinegun safety switch is sot to SAFE.
. Backplate is locked on machinegun.
H. achinegun does not fire when NO FIRE

end of gage in inserted and does firs
when FIRE end of gage is inserted.

REFERENCES

Supplemental Headepace and Time Procedure to TM 9-1005-213-10; pp. 4-5.
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TASK 7C: LOAD COMH)MD' S MACHIUGUIM

iOSTIONS/ST US

System States Table Co Column 7CI machinegun inetalled and cleared;
at least two belts aumunition in original con-
tainers.

Commander Location: In Coumander's station.
Initiating Stimu1l: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare tank weapons

system for a tactical mission.

ACTION

Comander wills 1. Record aumunition lot numbers from container.
2. Set container In holder at left of machinesgun
3. Open cover of m.ahinogun.4.• Insure machinegun is cleared (see Tank IC).

5.Insure mchinegun safety switch is set to SAFE.

6. Lay a rmunition belt in receiver with first
round just past holding pawls.

9. Clowl eooer.
1. Pull charger handle to rear.
.Slowly return charrgr handle to forward position.

10. Pull charger handle to rear.
11. Return charger handle to forward position.

NOTE At Machinegun is now loaded and will fire
if butterfly trigger on backplate is
pressed, even though safety switch is
set to SAYS.

Tim - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 11.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
Ammunition lot numbers recorded.
. achinegun fires when butterfly trigger

is pressed.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp. 2-102 through 2-103.

NOTE

Loading procedure differs from procedure in the DEP. The Commander's
weapon station has been redesigned so there is no ready box, no feed
chute, and no requirement to link ammo belts together.
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TASK 8C1 ZERO COMMANDER'S ACHINIEGUN

CONDITIONS/ STIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column SC; umachinegun installed, bore-
sighted, and loaded; target at about 500 moters.

Cowander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare weapons system

for a taut-aMl mission.

ACTION

Comiander wills 1. Insure Driver's hatch is closed.
2. Set machinegun safety switch to FIRE.
3. Look through Comander's weapon sight.
4. Lay 500 meter zero dot on reticle on zero target

at about 500 meters using power or manual
controls (see Task 4B or Task 5B).

5. Fire a 10-20 round burst (2-4 tracers) by pulling
down on elevation crank handle.

NOTE A: Machinegun will fire as long as elevation
crank handle is pulled.

NOTE Bi If misfire occures perform failure to
fire procedures (Task 9C).

6. Set machinegun safety switch to SAFE.

NOTE C: If strike area is on zero point of
targeto machinegun is zeroed.

NOTE Dt Do not move machinegun or weapon station
during Steps 7-11.

7. Loosen lockscrew above azimuth adjustment screw%
8. Turn azimuth adjustment screw until 500 meter

tero dot on reticle is aligned with strike
area in azimuth (vertical alignment).

9. Tighten lockscrew above azimuth adjustment screw.
10. Loosen lockscrew by elevation adjustment screw.
11. Turn elevation adjustment screw until 500 meter

zero dot on reticle is aligned with strike
area in elevation (horizontal adjustment).

NOTE E: Repeat Steps 2-11, until strike area
is on zero point of target.

MEASUREMENT

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 6, when machinegunDuring Training: i. zeroed.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.
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Time - Between end of Initiating stimuli and
End of Training: completion of Step 6, when machinegun

• ,'. :is zeroed.
"Accuracy - As indicated byi

When machinegun in fired with 500 meteor
zero dot laid on target at 500 meters,
strike are# in on zero point of
target.

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; pp, 2-106 through 2-107.

'I2
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"TASK 9Ci CLE• ISFZIRE 11 CmKaRls mACUilEiaUx

CONDITIONS/STIMLUS

System State: Table C, Column 9C; machinegun installed, loaded; has
been fired, target at 500 moters, misfire occurs.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli$ Comnander's machinegun misfires.

S. ACTION

Commander wills 1. leep iachinelun pointed at target (down raege).
2. Wait five seconds after misfire occurs.
3. Press butterfly trigger,

NOTS At If machinesgun firest minfire is cleared.
If machinsgun does not fire, contivue
with Step 4.

4. Wait five seconds.
5. Pull charger handle to rear and return to

"forward position,
(See TM 9-1005-213-10.)

Go Wait five minutes.
"7, Clear machineSun of chambered rounds (see

,., Task 1C).

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
performance of Step 3; between completion
of Step 3 and beginning of Step 4;
between completion of Step 5 and beginning
of Step 7; between beginning of Step 7

.During Traininst and completion of Step 7.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps given

above and steps performed by Commander.

Time - Between and of initinting stimuli and
., performanco of Step 3; between completion

4, of Step 3 and beginning of Step 4;
between completion of Step 5 and beginning
of Step 7; between beginning of Step 7

"* End of Training: and completion of Step 7.
Accuracy - As indicated by:

. achinegun fires (Step 3)
or , lachinegun is cleared (Step 7),

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-253-10-1; p. 2-104.
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TASK 1OC: PREPAhE CO•OMK ERS M&CHINEGUN FOR TRAVEL

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table C, Column 1C; machinegun cleared.
Commander Location: In Comnmander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Platoon leader tells TC to prepare weapons systems

for a tactical mission.

ACTION

Commander villi 1. Insure machinegu•i safety switch is set to SAFI.
2. Insure machinegun is cleared (see Task IC).
3. Point machinogun toward front.
4. Set POWR/HANUAL lever to POWER.

* 5. Use manual elevation crank handle to place
"machinegun at zero elevation (see Task 4B, Step 3).

6. Lock elevation crank handle (see Task OD, Step 5).

MEASUREEN

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and

During TraintnSt completion of Step 6.
Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps

given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between and of initiating stimuli and
End of Trainings completion of Step 6.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. MacIhinegun safaty switch is set to SAFE.
.#Machinegun is cleared.
SMachinegun is pointed toward front.
SPOWER/MANUAL lever is set to POWER.
SMachinagun is locked at zero elevation.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-197 (Change 1).
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MODULI D. OP•ATE GRNADE LA.UNCMU

CONDITIONS/STJIULUS

System States Table D, Column 1D; grenade launchers unloaded;
12 grenade*.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Am described for each task.

ACTION
Commander will do the following taska.

ID . Load grenade launcher.
2D. Fire grenade&.
3D. Take immediate action for misfire of grenade launcher.
4D. Unload grenade launcher (Prepare for travel).
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TABLE D
01.

POSITION OF CONTROLS 0I TASKS ZI NOD ULE D
WREN TASK PIRFONWUCI EGIhNS

POSITION 01 CONTROJ.

CONTROLS .TAUS

0 3D .4D
VEHICLE MASTER POWER mwlit4h a" ,, 0 , ON ON

TURRET POWE•oi,.h ow-
G1!~5sic A! .j fl R U M

Commander'i, hatch OPEN cn COSD CLOSED
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TASK ID: LOAD GRENADE LAUNCHER

C ODITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Column 1D; grenade launchers unloaded;
12 grenades.

Couander Location: In Couaander's station.
Initiating Stimulia Platoon leader tells TC to prepare weapon systems

for tactical mission.IL, ACTION
Commander willa 1. Insure VEHICLE MATER POWER switch is OFF

(light is not lit).
2o Remove covers from launchers.
3. Insure launcher tubes (6 on each launcher)

are clean of dirt or sharp objects.

NOTE At Do not place any part of body in
front of launchers during loading.

4. Insert a grenade into a launcher tube, clip
end down.

5, When grenade is fully inserted, turn grehade
one-half turn clockwise.

NOTE Bi Repeat Steps 4 and 5 until six grenades
are loaded In each launcher.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Trainings completion of Step 5 for all sixgrenades in each launcher.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
End of TraininG: completion of Step 5 for all sixRronndes in each launcher.

Accuracy - As indii.cted by:
VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch is OFF (light

is not lit).
Six grenades are loaded in each launcher.

. Grenades are loaded clip end down,
Each grenade make positive contact in

its launcher tube.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-108.
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TASK 2D: FIRE GRENADES

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Column 1D; grenade launchers loaded.
Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimuli: Tactical situation requires a smoke screen.

* .ACTION

. Commander will: 1. Close hatches (see Task 1A).
2. Tell Loader and Driver to close hatches.3. Insure no personnel are within 200 meture of tank,

4. Turn on TURRET POWER switch (insure light Is lit).
5. Insure turret is pointed toward where smoke is

deoired.

NOTE A: Correction for wind direction must be made.

"6. lold GRENADE switch in READY position.
7. Push SALVO 1 button to fire 3 additional grenades

from each launcher.

NOTE B: GRENADE switch must be held in READY
position while SALVO 1 or SALVO 2
button is pressed to fire grenades.
When GRENADE switch is released, switch
returns to SAFE position.

NOTE C: In case of failure to fire take action
as in Task 3D.

NOTE D: If any launched grenada(s) fails to
explode (dud), insurA personnel remain
at least 200 meters from grenade. If
"launched grenade has not exploded within
15 minutes, notify explosive ordnance
disposal of type, quantity and location

4• of unexploded grenade(s).

MEASURE4ENT

Time - Between end " initiating stimuli and
SDuring Training: completi Step 8.

Accuracy -, .s indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.
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Tim - Between end of Inltiating etImli amnd
End of Tramiing: coupletion of Step 8.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
. All hatches are closed before grensdes

are fired.
All grenades are fired.

REFERENCES

DIP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-108, p.2-108.1.
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TASK 3D: TAKE IM)O4DIAZI ACTION FOR MISFIRE3 OZ GRENADE LAUNCHER

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table D, Column 3D; grenade launcher(s) loaded with
at least one grenade; all hatches closed.

Commander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimulit Grenada launcher misfires.

ACTION

Commaoder willt 1. Insure all hatches remain closed through Step 6.
2. Wait 10 seconds after misfire.
3. Attempt to fire (see Task 2D) using salvo button

for which misfire occurred.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 one tine.
5. Insure GRENDE switch is at SAFE (release GRENDEW

"switch).
6. Wait five minutes after last attempt to fire.
7. Remove misfired grenade(s).

NOTE A: Misfired grenades should be placed at
least 200 meters from personnel and
equipment.

* NOTE B: Notify explosive ordinance disposal (ROD)
personnel of type, quantity and location
of misfired grenade(s).

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 3 (first time);
between completion of Step 3 (first
time) and completion of Step 3 (second
time); between completion of Step 3
(second time) and beginning of Step 7;

During Traiinng: between beginning of Step 7 and com-
Tain:pletion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.
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*," Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
completion of Step 3 (first time);
between completion of Step 3 (first
time) and completion of Step 3 (second
time); between completion of Step 3
(second time) and beginning of Step 7;

E oTinbetween beginning of Step 7 and con-
pletion of Step 7.

Accuracy - As indicated by:
* Two fire attempts are made.
H Batches remain closed until S minutes

after second attempt to fire.
* Misfired grenade(s) removed to at least

200 meters from equipment and personnel,
R OD personnel are notified of type,

quantity and location of misfired
grenade(s).

DIP 9-2350-255-1; p. 2-108.1.
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TASK 4D: UNLOAD GRENADE LAUNQIER (PREPARE OR TRAVEL)

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System States Table D, Colmn 4D0 grenade launcher loaded.
Comnander Location: In Commander's station.
Initiating Stimulis Platoon leader tells TC to prepare weapons systems

for travel.

Coimatder will: 1. Set VDiZCL WMASTER POWE switch to 011 (insure
light is not lit).

VOTE A: Do not place any part of body in front
of launchers during unloading.

2. Remove grenades from launchers.
3. Place covers over launchers.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps performed by
Commander.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
Ind of Training: completion of Step 3.

Accuracy - An indicated by:
. VEHICLE MASTER POWER witch is 0F(light is li~t).

. No grenades are in launchers.

. Covers are placed on launchers.

4 REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-109.
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MODULI I: POWER DOWN AIM SECURE COMWADJI' 8 STATION

U CONDITIONS/STDMULUS

System States Table E
TC Locations In Comunder's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Return to assembly area.

ACTION

TC will:

IS. Power down and secure Commander's station.
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TABLE E

POSITION OF CONTROLS FOR 0DULE I
WHEN TASK PEUORMANCE BEGINS

CONTROLS POSITION

VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch ON

TURRET POWER switch ON

Doml__ht ON

Hatch FULL OPEN
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TASK IS: POWER DOWN AND SECURE COKMANDER'S STATION

CONDITIONS/STIMULUS

System State: Table N
TC Location: In Commander's station.

Initiating Stimuli: Return to assembly area.

ACTION

TC wills 1. Set VEHICLE MASTER POWER switch to 01 and
check that VEHICLE MASTER POWER light
goes out.

NOTE A: Turret power goes off when vehicle
master power is turned off.

NOTE B: Auxiliary hydraulic system goes off
(when engine is not running) when
vehicle master power is turned off,

2. Turn domelight switch 017.
3. Remove Commander's weapon and secure a

required (See Task 2C).
4. Close Covaander's hatch (See Tak 1A).
5. Exit through Loader's hatch.

Time - Between end of initiating stimuli and
During Training: completion of Step 5.

Accuracy - As indicated by match between steps
given above and steps perforned by TC.

E oTi gTime - Between end of initiating stimuli and
.End of Training: completion of Step 5.

"Accuracy - As indicated by:
. VEHICLE MASTER POWER in OFF.

*• , Domaelight is OFF,
. Commander's weapon to removed and

secured.
. Conuuander's hatch closed.
. TC exits tank.

REFERENCES

DEP 9-2350-255-10-1; p. 2-110.
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